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ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT FOR THE RESUMPTION 
OF FIRING INTO THE EAGLE RIVER FLATS ON 

FORT RICHARDSON, ALASKA 

1. Purpose and Need for the Proposed Action. The purpose of this 
action is to provide for the resumption of live-fire training by 
the 6th Infantry Division (Light) in the Eagle River Flats. The 
Eagle River Flats is the only impact area on Fort Richardson which 
can be used for artillery and mortar firing. Artillery and mortar 
live-fire exercises are an essential component of the 6th Infantry 
Division (Light) training mission in Alaska. 

2. Location of the Eagle River Flats. The Eagle River Flats is 
located on lower Knik Arm 9 miles northe- cst of downtown Anchorage, 
4 miles north of the Fort Richardson Cantonment Area and 5 miles 
west of the community of Eagle River. The relationship of the 
Eagle River Flats to local communities is shown in Figure 1. A 
large scale map of the Eagle River Flats is at Figure 2. The Eagle 
River Flats Impact Area showing target and buffer areas is shown in 
Figure 3. 

3. Description of the Proposed Action. 

-. a. Since 1945, the Army has used the Eagle River Flats as an 
impact area for artillery shells, mortar rounds, rockets, grenades, 
illumination flares, and Army/Air Force Door Gunnery Exercises. In 
1982, hunters discovered large numbers of duck carcasses in the 
Eagle River Flats. Since this time, the Army and other federal and 
state agencies have been involved in identifying the cause of the 
waterfowl mortality problem. On February 8, 1990, the Army 
temporarily suspended firing into the Eagle River Flats due to the 
suspected correlation between explosives and duck deaths. A 
summary in chronological order of the Eagle River Flats waterfowl 
mortality investigation can be found in the back of this document 
(Appendix A). 

b. Based on the U.S. Army Cold Regions Research and 
Engineering Laboratory Report (CRREL, 1991) identifying white 
phosphorus (WP) as the most likely causative agent for the 
waterfowl mortality in the flats coupled with the observation that 
lack of firing into the flats apparently had no effect on reducing 
waterfowl mortality, Major General Samuel Ebbesen, Sixth Infantry 
Division (Light) and U.S. Army Garrison, Alaska Commander, directed .. that the necessary environmental documents be prepared to evaluate 
the resumption of firing into the Eagle River Flats using only non- 
phosphorus containing munitions. General Ebbesen's decision was 
made public in a press release by the 6th Infantry Division (Light) 
on February 21, 1991 (Appendix B). Several local newspaper 
articles resulted from the press release (Appendix C). An 
additional Press Release was made public and newspaper articles 
were written and printed in local newspapers in late September and 
early October 1991 (Appendix D). 
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C. The 4/11th Field Artillery must conduct live-fire 
Artillery Readiness Tests (DARTS) and a battalion External 

Division 

Evaluation (EXTEV) annually. The Field Artillery units also 
reguire live-fire sustainment training during the summer months. 
These exercises include a minimum of 3 battery live-fire Field 
Training Exercises (FTXs), 
synchronization exercise, 

a battalion calibration/live-fire 
and a live-fire FTX for the conduct of 

all battalion and battery Army Training Evaluation Program- Mission 
Training Plan (ARTEP-MTP) fire missions. 
(Light) First and Second Brigade, 

The 6th Infantry Division 
National Guard, and other 

visiting units require similar scheduling of live-fire mortar 
training. Artillery and mortar units must conduct both day and 
night live-fire in order to sustain proficiency in mission- 
essential tasks. 

d. In summary, the proposed action is the resumption of 
live-fire training in the Eagle River Flats Impact Area. The 
intensity of the proposed training activities will be on the order 
of the same or a slightly increased magnitude than was conducted 
before the firing was temporarily suspended in February 1990. 

4. Alternatives 

a. A wide range of alternatives were considered for the 
resumption of firing into the Eagle River Flats. The proposed 
action and the preferred alternative will balance training needs 
with environmental concerns. The most important environmental 
concerns are further contamination of the soil and water in Eagle 
River Flats with WP, noise disturbances to resident and migratory 
waterfowl and other birds using the flats, and the interference 
with research and remediation actions which 'could exacerbate the 
completion of this important work. 

b. One alternative eliminated from consideration was that of 
establishing a new impact area on Fort Richardson. 
determined not to be feasible, 

This was 
as valuable training lands would be 

lost and another large area would become contaminated. In 
addition, 
with 

there are no other lands available on Fort Richardson 
ideal terrain features similar to Eagle River Flats (High 

ground is needed for forward observers and to immediately detect 
unauthorized entry into the impact area). Also, there are no other 
lands on Fort Richardson that would be suitable for artillery and 
mortar firing due to the close proximity to civilian communities in 
Anchorage, Eagle River, Birchwood, and Chugiak. The Environmental 

- Impact Statement which would need to be prepared would be costly 
and take at least two years to complete, 
and the final outcome would be uncertain. 

the task would be arduous, 

5 
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C. Alternative A. The "No ActionI' Alternative. 

(1) If this alternative was selected as the preferred 
alternative for this action, firing of high explosive ordnance into 
the Eagle River Flats would be prohibited. This would result in 
permanent closure of the only impact area on Fort Richardson where 
artillery and mortar rounds could be fired. There would be no 
environmental impacts on the Eagle River Flats if the "No ActionI 
Alternative was selected. However, environmental and socio- 
economic impacts could result at a new location if the troops 
trained elsewhere. 

(2) Artillery and mortar live-fire exercises are an 
essential component of the 6th Infantry Division (Light) training 
mission. 
training, 

Since there is a compelling need to continue this type of 
other options to complete this training requirement would 

have to be pursued if the Eagle River Flats were permanently 
closed. The most likely option for satisfying training needs for 
artillery and mortar firing without using the Eagle River Flats 
would be for Fort Richardson units to utilize impact areas North of 
the Range (NOR) at Forts Wainwright or Greely. The 4/11th Field 
Artillery trains frequently enough that warrants a Permanent Change 
of Station (PCS) to Fort Greely. The cost associated with the 
relocation will be approximately $21.6 million with a recurring 
annual cost of $1.4 million (Appendix E). This includes the 
relocation of 453 soldiers, the hiring of 21 additional civilian 
employees, and the cost of renovation/ construction projects needed 
to support the unit. With this option, the 1st Brigade could 
remain at Fort Richardson, however, they would have to travel NOR 
four times a year (once a quarter) to maintain proficiency in 
mortar weaponry. Costs associated with this-arrangement would be 
$452,000 per year (Appendix E). Shifting artillery and mortar 
firing from the Eagle River Flats to NOR including the PCS for the 
4/11th Field Artillery to Fort Greely and the 1st Brigade 
travelling NOR for training four times a year would significantly 
diminish the importance of Fort Richardson as a prime training 
installation. 

d. Alternative B. The Winter/Summer Firing Alternative. 

(I) This alternative would provide for artillery and 
mortar firing into the Eagle River Flats during the period of 
November 1 through March 31 when ice thickness is sufficient to 
protect the underlying sediments and for a maximum of 14 days in 
July. Artillery and mortar units would conduct both day and night 
live-fire exercises to sustain proficiency in mission essential 
tasks. Maps would have to be prepared to locate environmentally 
sensitive areas (water bodies and other areas with high WP content 
in the sediments) which would be designated as "no-fire" areas for 
summer training exercises. Army Environmental Staff will evaluate 

6 
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the ice cover to determine that the thickness is adequate to 
protect the underlying sediments prior to firing into the flats. 
Only variable or mechanical time (air burst) or point detonating 
super quick fuzes will be employed in the Eagle River Flats. This 
alternative will satisfy full training requirements for the 4/11th 
Field Artillery Regiment and the 1/17th Infantry at Fort 
Richardson. 

(2) Firing into the Eagle River Flats in the winter months 
would result in minimal environmental impacts. Summer firing, in 
contrast, may result in significant environmental impacts due to WP 
exposure and redistribution in sediments and disturbance to 
waterfowl using the Eagle River Flats. 
significant impacts, 

Due to potential 
an Environmental Impact Statement may be 

required if this alternative is to be pursued. 

e. Alternative C. The Winter Firing Alternative. 

(1) This alternative would be similar to Alternative B. 
However, summer firing into the Eagle River Flats would not be 
authorized. This alternative would provide for the continuation 
of the remediation studies now being accomplished without inter- 
ference and would provide for substantial training use of the Eagle 
River Flats in the winter months. The environmental impacts 
associated with this alternative would not be significant. Munition 
rounds containing WR will no longer be used in the Eagle River 
Flats. The type of munitions used in the Eagle River Flats will be 
limited to the ones which were previously used prior to the 
temporary suspension of firing in February 1990. New munitions to 
be used in the flats will be evaluated and/or tested by the Army 
prior to employment. Results of the evaluation and tests will be 
provided to the Eagle River Task Force for their review. Further 
contamination of the soil and water will not result from firing 
into the Eagle River Flats during the winter months when sufficient 
ice cover is present to protect the underlying sediments. 
Unexploded rounds on the ice will be retrieved and disposed 'of to 
the best of the Army's ability. CRREL will study the early winter 
ice development and conduct firing tests in the Eagle River Flats 
beginning in mid November 1991. This work will help determine the 
parameters from which firing can safely resume without disturbance 
to the underlying sediments. Disturbance to waterfowl will be 
avoided due to the winter firing schedule (November I to March 
31). Most waterfowl and other birds would have departed Alaska by 
this time and would be safely on their wintering grounds. 

(2) Live-fire sustainment training during the summer 
months would have to be arranged for NOR installations. The cost 
associated with sending the 1/17th Infantry NOR for one mortar 
firing exercise would be $113,000 (Appendix E). The costs 
associated with training the 4/11th Field Artillery NOR for 14 days 
in July would be $178,000. The total cost to provide summer 

7 
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training which could not be completed at Fort Richardson would be 
$291,000. This' expenditure reflects only those relocation costs 
that will occur while the units are travelling to and from Forts 
Wainwright and Greely to perform Artillery and Mortar firing. 

f. Alternative D. The Unrestricted Firing Alternative. 

(1) This alternative would allow for unrestricted firing 
into the Eagle River Flats at any time (day or night) the units need 
to train 365 days a year. This would result in significant 
environmental impacts in the Eagle River Flats. Prior to the 
implementation of this alternative, an environmental impact 
statement (EIS) would be required. 

(2) Training use of the Eagle River Flats in past years 
was, for the most part, of the unrestricted firing nature. 
Exceptions to this were the restrictions employed in the past few 
years to cease firing into the flats when large concentrations of 
swans were present during the Fall migration period (October). 

5. The Affected Environment 

a. Physical Environment 

(1) Descrintion of the Area. Eagle River Flats is a 2,500 
acre highly productive estuarine salt marsh located at the lower end 
of Eagle River and adjacent to Knik Arm in Upper Cook Inlet. The 
outflow area near the coast (Knik Arm) is about 2 miles wide and 
narrows gradually inland by a sharp topographic and vegetative 
boundary of upland spruce and birch forests. Clunie Creek flows 
into Eagle River Flats from the north and Otter Creek drains into 
the flats from the south. Many tidal sloughs from the coast on Knik 
Arm and from the lower terminus of Eagle River reach into the 
flats. Numerous shallow ponds are found scattered in the flats 
while other areas are vegetated with water tolerant plants rooted in 
waterlogged soils. 

(2) Land Use. 
Impact Area. 

The Eagle River Flats is designated as an 
It has been used as an artillery and mortar impact 

area by the Army for more than 40 years and contains thousands of 
craters, 
vehicles. 

unexploded ordnance, and targets including over 40 junked 
An ordnance disposal area, which is now closed but was 

used for many years, 
(Figure 2). 

borders one side of the Eagle River Flats 
Due to unexploded ordnance in the flats, the area is 

potentially dangerous for people to be walking in and even more 
dangerous to be driving vehicles through the area. 
is closed to recreation including hunting. 

The Impact Area 
signs are posted around 

the flats warning individuals not to enter the restricted area. 

8 
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. 

Contamination of the sediments in the flats from past use as an 
impact area includes propellent compounds, white phosphorus, and 
vari,ous metals. White Phosphorus (WP) which was in some of the 
munitions previously used in the Eagle River Flats is highly 
toxic. It was detected in some of the salt marsh sediment samples 
and in all waterfowl carcasses analyzed during the 1990 and 1991 
waterfowl mortality investigations. Scientists have identified it 
as the most likely cause of the waterfowl deaths. 

(3) Air Oualitv. Eagle River Flats is located 9 air miles 
north northeast of downtown Anchorage and 4 miles north northwest 
of the Fort Richardson Cantonment area. Both urbanized areas 
contribute to the air quality over Eagle River Flats. Both are 

. lo-,ated in the Cook Inlet Air Quality Control Region. Industrial 
expansion of the area as well as natural meteorological conditions 
conducive to pollutant buildup have resulted in air quality 
problems. A growing number of automobiles has resulted in high 
measured levels of carbon monoxide., while summer's period of high 
construction tends to lead to violations of the Federal standard 
for particulate levels. The meteorological conditions mentioned 
refer to temperature inversions combined with low winds. 

(4) Airspace. The lands in the northern half of Fort 
Richardson (including the Eagle River Flats) are in a Special Use 
Air Space Area controlled by the Federal Aviation Administration 
(FM). When artillery or mortar firing into the flats is active, 
the restricted airspace is termed rthottt and is closed to all 
civilian aircraft. 
area is ttcold*l 

Only when FAA provides information that the 
can civilian aircraft enter and use the airspace. 

(5) Noise. Exploding munitions.in the Eagle River Flats 
causes loud noises and shock waves. Under certain weather 
conditions sounds are amplified so that exploding ordnance can 
disturb civilian residents in Eagle River, Birchwood, Chugiak, and 
Anchorage. Noise from exploding munitions can also affect wildlife 
using the Eagle River Flats. Birds react by flying out of the 
Eagle River Flats or move to quieter environs within the flats. 
Large mammals usually move out of the flats into adjacent forested 
areas to escape the noise. 

(6) Climate. Climate in the Eagle River Flats area is 
transitional between continental of interior Alaska and maritime of 
coastal Alaska (Hartman and Johnson, 1984). Transitional climate 
has less cloudiness, lower precipitation and humidity, and more 
pronounced temperature variations throughout the day and year than 
maritime climate. Annual precipitation averages about 15 inches 
per year. Snowfall accumulation averages about 66 inches per year. 
The heaviest precipitation occurs as rain in July and August. Winds 
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are usually light except when Chinook winds blow over the Chugach 
Mountains from the southeast. The average daily temperatures in 
the summer (June-August) range from 48 to 66 degrees F (Selkregg, 
1975). During the winter months (October-March) the average daily 
temperatures range between 4 and 42 degrees F. Highest temperature 
on record is 86 degrees F in 1969; the lowest is -43 degrees F in 
1947. Long term weather records for Fort Richardson are available. 

(7) Hvdrolouv of Eagle River. Eagle River flows nearly 40 
miles through a narrow valley bordered by high mountains in the 
Chugach Range and empties into Eagle Bay on Enik Arm. The Eagle 
River Watershed comprises approximately 192 square miles. Eagle 
Glacier at the head of Eagle River forms the upper reaches of the 
watershed at ovbr 5,500 feet above sea level. The glacier covers 
over 10% of the Eagle River watershed area and contributes large 
quantities of water and silt to the drainage in summer when the 
glacier is melting. The average flow rate of Eagle River during 
the period 1965 to 1981 was 519 cu.ft./second (USGS, 1970-1982). 
The maximum average discharge occurs in July and August and is 
associated with glacial melt. The average July and August 
discharges are greater than 1,500 cu.ft./second with peak 
discharges averaging greater than 2,300 cu.ft./second. Occasional 
peak discharges occur where greater than 3,700 cu.ft./second have 
been recorded. These high peak discharges are usually associated 
with maximum glacial melt (high ambient temperatures) and large 
rain storms. 

(8) Tidal Influences in the Easle River Flats. 

(a) Cook Inlet and Knik Arm are subject to large 
semidiurnal tidal fluctuations with high tides ranging from 30 to 
36 feet. These large tides have a profound effect on Eagle River 
Flats. Tidal inundation of the Flats involves both the rise in the 
tide in Knik Arm and overflow from Eagle River as it meets the 
rising tide. A high tide of 32.4 feet on Kay 25, 1990 covered the 
entire flats before receding (CRREL Report, 1991). Fluctuations in 
the water levels in the ponds in the Eagle River Flats is greatly 
influenced by high tide above 30 feet. Most of the water flooding 
the ponds was fresh water from Eagle River rather than salt water 
from Knik Arm (CRREL Report, 1991). 

(b) In the early winter the ponds and other water 
bodies in the flats freeze over. Freeze-up usually begins in early 
October and by March a layer of ice up to 30 inches covers the 
flats. Snow covers the ice throughout the winter, however, often 
the ice is bare of snow after periods of warm weather or when water 
inundates the flats during high tides in Knik Arm. 

10 
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(9) Geoloav and soils in the Eagle River Flats. The Eagle 
. River Flats contains large deposits of fine sediments from the 

glacially fed Eagle River. Each time the high tide from Knik Arm 
holds up Eagle River from draining into the Arm, the river floods 
and deposits another layer of glacial fines into the flats. Samples 
taken in 1990 showed that these deposits were high in silt (52-85%) 
and clay (13-47%) and predominately low (less than 3%) in sand 
(CRREL Report, 1991). The pH of these soils ranged from 7 to 8. 
The reduction and oxidation potentials measured in these soils 
showed them to be in a highly reduced (waterlogged) state (CRREL 
Report, 1991). 

b. Biological Environment 

(1) Vesetation. 

(a) The salt marshes of Eagle River Flats are almost 
completely vegetated with grasses, sedges, bulrushes, sweet gale, 
and aquatic plants. Exceptions are the mud flats near Knik Arm, 
the natural levees adjacent to Eagle River and the deeper ponds. 
Salt marshes contain vegetation zones related to gradients in 
elevation and the resulting differences in frequency and depth of 
flooding, salinity, drainage and rates and depths of sediment 
deposition (CRREL Report, 1991). The zonation types and plant 
communities have been identified by the CRREL Research Team in 1990 
(Appendix F). 

(b) Visual observations show that vegetation in the 
Eagle River Flats is more diverse and lush that what is found in 
surrounding tidal marshes (CRREL, 1991). This could be the result 
of increased fertility of the soil due to added nitrates and 
phosphates from munition residues. 

(2) Wildlife. 

(a) The intertidal vegetated wetlands (salt marsh) 
with ponds and.other water bodies in the Eagle River Flats is 
important spring and fall waterfowl staging.area in upper Cook 

an 

Inlet. 
Flats in 

The spring waterfowl migration begins in the Eagle River 
early to mid April and most migrants or local nesters 

disperse to nesting grounds by mid to late May. The fall migration 
through the Flats begins in mid-August and ends at freeze-up time 
in October. Waterfowl species observed in the flats include both 
the trumpeter and the tundra swan; three species of geese, 
including Canada, white-fronted, and snow; and 14 species of 
ducks, mostly dabblers, including mallard, northern pintail, 
canvasback, American wigeon, ring-necked, gadwall, redhead, 
blue-winged teal, green-winged teal, northern shoveler, greater 
scaup, goldeneye, bufflehead, and merganser. Other waterbirds that 

11 
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use this habitat include the sandhill crane, arctic tern, common 
snipe, several species of shorebirds (sandpiper, plover, dowitcher, 
yellow legs, phalaropes), and gulls (Glaucous-winged, Herring, Mew, 
Bonaparte's). Raptors found in the flats include the bald eagle, 
red-tailed hawk, goshawk, marsh hawk, merlin and occasionally the 
peregrine falcon (transient). In addition, ravens are frequently 
seen in the flats. Although Eagle River Flats is more important as 
a staging area for waterfowl, some birds nest and rear their young 
here. These birds include ducks, cranes, gulls, and shorebirds. 

(b) Biologists from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
and the U.S. Army have conducted aerial waterbird surveys by 
fixed-wing aircraft in the Eagle River Flats during the past 
several years. The 1990 surveys were the most comprehensive to 
date and results have been summarized in a report by the U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service (Appendix G). While the surveys do not 
provide comprehensive data on the total number of birds that 
utilize the Eagle River Flats , peak numbers counted during these 
surveys provide the best information that is available. During 
1990, peak surveys showed as many as 1,460 swans (trumpeter and 
tundra swans can not be distinguished from the air), 2,450 geese, 
2,355 ducks, 27 bald eagles, 52 sandbill cranes, 140 common raven, 
approximately 150 gulls, and several thousand shorebirds using the 
Eagle River Flats. The fall migration through the flats is more 
important than is the spring as much greater numbers of waterfowl 
use the flats at that time of the year. 

(c) Mammals also use Eagle River Flats. Moose are 
commonly observed feeding on the edge of the Eagle River Flats in 
the summer. Black bear are occasionally observed in the Eagle 
River Flats in the summer. Smaller mammals which utilize the flats 
include beaver, muskrat, mink, weasel, wolverine, coyote, red fox, 
lynx, and numerous rodents. In addition to the land mammals 
utilizing Eagle River Flats, small pods of Beluga whales have been 
observed numerous times during the summer months and early Fall 
immediately off the coast of the Eagle River Flats in Knik Arm and 
in the river several hundred yards upstream from Knik Arm. 

(d) Eagle.River has a small natural run of king 
(300-500) and red salmon which pass through the Eagle River Flats 
on the way to their spawning grounds in small clear tributaries in 
the North and South Forks of Eagle River (Roth, 1991). Dolley 
Varden trout are also found in Eagle River. A king salmon sport 
fishery has been established on Eagle River. Alaska Department of 
Fish and Game released 100,000 king salmon fingerlings in Eagle 
River near the Chugach State Park Visitors Center in summer 1990. 
In 1992 and 1993 some of these fish will return from salt water. A 
run of kings consisting of about 3,000 adults would be expected to 
enter Eagle River in 1994 and each year thereafter. Fingerlings 

12 
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will continue to be planted in Eagle River on a 
perpetuate the runs. These kings would be used 
between the bridge on the Glenn Highway and the 
Visitors Center within Chugach State Park. 

yearly basis to 
for sport fishing 
Eagle River 

(e) The lower end of Eagle River as it passes through 
the Eagle River Flats supports limited rearing activity for salmon 
and resident Dolley Varden (Roth, 1991). It is primarily a 
migration corridor through which adult salmon move in (June through 
September) and juvenile salmon move out (mid April through June). 

(f) Endangered Species. Resident threatened or 
endangered (T/E) species are not known to occur on Fort Richardson 
(Garrett, 1991). Probability of occurrence 0,' T/E species is low 
due to the lack of prime habitat, nesting sites, and migration 
corridors. 

C. Historic and Cultural Environment. There are no known 
archaeological sites or historical structures in the Eagle River 
Flats. 

d. Socioeconomic Environment. 

(1) Mission. The Army's presence in Alaska is represented 
by the 6th Infantry Division (Light) and U.S. Army, Garrison, 
Alaska. The Division is headquartered at Fort Wainwright, Alaska 
whereas the Garrison is headquartered at Fort Richardson, Alaska. 
The Garrison is tasked with performing the operational functions 
for the Division. The Division is prepared to provide combat ready 
forces to deploy worldwide in support of the United States national 
interests and objectives. Additionally, the'mission of the 
Division is to defend the State of Alaska, 

(2) Population. The current number of military personnel 
assigned to Fort Richardson, Alaska is 4,460 (Nakata, 1991). 
Family members (dependents) associated with military personnel 
number 5,800. Civilians who work on Fort Richardson number 1,680. 
The number of personnel including military, family members and 
civilians living and working on Fort Richardson total 11,940. 
Richardson also provides support services for a total of 4,182 

Fort 

military retirees in the Anchorage and southcentral Alaska area. 

. . 

6. Environmental Consequences 

a. Probable Effects of Implementing Alternative A, the "No 
Action" Alternative. The permanent closure of the Eagle River 
Flats Impact Area for firing would result in no additional 
environmental impacts on these lands. However, significant 
socioeconomic impacts on Fort Richardson and Anchorage may arise 
from training units making a permanent change of station (PCS) to 
Forts Wainwright or Greely. In addition, if training shifted from 
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the Eagle River Flats to Fort Greely, additional environmental 
effects on these lands would occur. Although a complete analysis of 
the impacts on Fort Greely will not be presented in this document, 
significant impacts to the physical, biological, historic, and 
socioeconomic environment at Fort Greely would not be expected to 
occur. 

b. Probable Effects of Implementing Alternative B, the 
Winter/Summer Firing Alternative. 

(1) Physical Components 

(a) Air. 

1. Air contaminants anticipated are smoke 
emissions over the Eagle River Flats from exploding munitions, smoke 
rounds, and illumination flares. Exploding munitions include 
mortars and artillery fire. Mortars of 60 and 81mm in size leave a 
negligible smoke emission upon detonation (Explosive Ordnance 
Disposal Detachment, 1991). Fumes consist principally of carbon 
dioxide, carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides, steam, methylene, and 
pulverized metal. The smoke cloud dissipates in less than 60 
seconds depending on local weather conditions. Artillery rounds 
would produce similar type smoke emissions upon detonation. The 
size of the cloud would be double the size of the mortar round. 

2. About 10% of the artillery rounds fired into 
the flats would be loaded with canisters of HC smoke (High 
Concentrate). The canisters contain a mixture of aluminum, zinc 
oxide, and hexachloroethene. The HC smoke round burns in 40-90 
seconds and produces a smoke cloud of approximately 30 
cubic yards in size. The smoke cloud persists for up to 1 hour 
depending on weather conditions. Illumination flares are also used 
in the Eagle River Flats. They contain a magnesium illumination 
candle which produces a small smoke cloud of magnesium oxide. 

3. These smoke emissions would not be expected to 
cause significant adverse affects on the overall air quality of the 
Eagle River Flats area nor would they be expected to cause harm to 
wildlife in the area. 

(b) Land Use. Resumption of firing into the Eagle 
River Flats when the ground is unfrozen will result in adding 
hundreds of new craters and unexploded ordnance (UXOs) to the impact 
area. 

(c) Soil and Water. Firing into the Eagle River Flats 
when the ground is not frozen and the ice cover is not suffici&ntly 
thick to prevent the penetration of munition rounds into the soil 
will result in further contamination of soil and water with WP 
(Appendix H). The exploding rounds will expose and redistribute 
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buried WP particles on the soil surface and in water bodies. Those 
exposed WP particles become a new source of poisoning for waterfowl 
using the Eagle River Flats. Artillery shells fired into the flats 
also may come into contact with a WP containing UXOs which would 
explode and release another source of WP contamination into the 
flats.Treatment to cap or cover contaminated sediments to remediate 
the WP problem could also be destroyed by firing into the flats when 
there is no protective layer over the soil surface. Training in the 
flats could also damage or destroy other remediation test efforts. 
A mitigation measure for summer firing which may result in limiting 
contamination in the flats is to fire into areas where the WP 
concentrations are lowest or absent. The feasibility of spat'ial 
placement of munition rounds in the flats will be addressed after 
the WP concentration contours for the flats become available. 
Firing into the Eagle River Flats under the above described 
conditions would result in further contamination of Eagle River 
Flats with WP and the subsequent increase in waterfowl deaths as a 
direct result. This additional contamination of the flats would 
most probably be considered a significant impact. 

(d) Noise. The most important noise impacts will be 
exploding munitions in the Eagle River Flats. 
conditions, 

Under certain weather 
sounds are amplified so that exploding ordnance can be 

heard in Eagle River and Anchorage civilian Communities. Noise from 
exploding munitions can also affect wildlife using the flats. Birds 
have been.witnessed to leave the area or seek less disturbing places 
in the flats during firing activities. Larger sized mammals move 
into the forested areas adjacent to the Eagle River Flats when noise 
from exploding munitions become too intense. 
conditions, 

Under certain 
noise from artillery and mortar training could cause 

significant impacts to resident and migratory waterfowl using the 
Eagle River Flats. Noise impacts on civilian communities near the 
Eagle River Flats would not be expected to be significant. 

(2) Biological Components 

(a) Vegetation. Artillery and mortar rounds fired 
the flats at the time the soils are unprotected by frozen ground 

into 

will continue to create craters. 
in destruction of vegetation. 

The formation of craters results 
Winter firing into the flats would 

protect the dormant vegetation underneath the ice cover. 

(b) Waterbird use in the Eagle River Flats. Summer ' 
firing could exacerbate the current waterfowl mortality problem and 
disrupt resident and migratory waterbirds using the Eagle River 
Flats. Resident waterbirds nest in the Eagle River Flats. 
Migratory waterfowl and shorebirds use the Eagle River Flats as a 
staging area on their long journey from their wintering grounds 
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hundreds of miles to the south to their nesting grounds in Alaska 
and other far northern locations. Resting and feeding at this 
critical time is necessary so that the birds can continue their 
migration to their nesting grounds. 

(c) Mammals. Studies have not been conducted in the 
Eagle River Flats to determine the effects of the contaminated 
environment on mammals. Studies also have not been conducted to 
determine the effects of firing in the Eagle River Flats on the 
disturbance to mammals. Observations over the years show that the 
Eagle River Flats and adjacent areas provide habitat for a wide 
variety of large and small mammals. At this time, there is no 
actual or suspected evidence that leads one to surmise that mammals 
using the Eagle River Flats are adversely affected ,from contaminants 
or by disturbance factors. 

(d) Fish. Fish surveys have not been conducted in the 
lower part of Eagle River (Roth, 1991). This area is thought to be 
primarily a migration corridor through which adults move in (June 
through September) and juvenile salmon move out (May through June). 
The runs of natural and planted king salmon stocks in Eagle River 
have been closely monitored in the past few years and there are no 
indications that any problems exist (Roth, 1991). This supports the 
conclusion that adult and juvenile king salmon stocks are little 
affected by contamination in lower Eagle River. 

(3) Historic and Cultural Components. No archaeological or 
historic structures have been identified or are known to exist in 
the Eagle River Flats. 

(4) Socioeconomic Components. 

(a) Trainins Needs. Resuming the firing into the Eagle 
River Flats will provide for the critical artillery and mortar 
training needed on Fort Richardson. Troops will no longer be denied 
a training area or have to travel North of the Alaska Range (Forts 
Wainwright of Greely) to obtain live-fire training. This will help 
to stabilize and establish Fort Richardson once again as a prime 
training installation. 

(b) Human Health Risks. There has been some concern 
regarding human health risks for consumption of fish and waterfowl 
which utilize the Eagle River Flats for all or a part of their life : 
cycles. Salmon which use the lower Eagle River as a migration 
corridor would not likely be affected by contaminants that may be 
present. It is not considered to be a rearing area and adults do 
not feed when moving up spawning rivers. 
conducted by the U.S. 

Preliminary investigations 
Army Environmental Hygiene Agency have 

concluded that potential health risks associated with consuming 
waterfowl taken in areas near the Eagle River Flats are minimal 
(Appendix I). Dr. Middaugh, State Epidemiologist, concluded in a 
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letter dated 28, 1991 on this subject that "the potential for any 
adverse health effect to a hunter or person consuming waterfowl 
obtained by hunters is extremely-low" (Appendix J). Nevertheless, 
common sense precautions by duck hunters and others consuming ducks 
in the upper Cook Inlet should be followed-- don't consume sick 
waterfowl or waterfowl found dead. 

C. Probable Effects of Implementing Alternative C, the Winter 
Firing Alternative. 

(1) Physical Components. 

(a) Air. The probable affects would be very similar to 
the impacts discussed in Alternative B, the Winter/Summer Firing 
Alternative. 
be significant 

These effects are minimal and would not be expected to 

Flats. 
impacts affecting air quality in the Eagle River 

(b) Soil and Water. Firing into the Eagle River Flats 
in winter when the ground is frozen and a sufficient ice cover is 
present to protect the underlying sediments would prevent the 
exposure and redistribution of buried WP in the Eagle River Flats. 
In addition, it would cause little if any disturbance to any 
remediation efforts. Artillery shells would not be likely to set 
off buried UXOs and further contaminate the Eagle River Flats. 
Firing into the flats in the winter would result in adding UXOs to 
the impact area. However, these tldudstl will be located and disposed 
of to the best of the Army's ability. The cumulative effects of 
reducing the ice thickness by bombardment would have little impact 
on protecting underlying sediments due to frequent flooding and 
refreezing in the flats and also considering that the sediments, 
even without an ice cover, remain frozen throughout the winter. 
Winter firing in the flats under the conditions described above 
would do little to further contaminate the Eagle River Flats. 
Therefore, 
significant 

the firing under winter conditions would not result in 
impacts by further WP contamination, 

remediation treatments, 
destruction to 

River Flats. 
or by adding numerous UXOs to the Eagle 

(c) Noise. Noise effects would be similar to those 
described in Alternative B, the Winter/Summer Firing Alternative. 
To minimize noise impacts on civilian communities in Anchorage, 
Eagle River, Chugiak, and Birchwood, the Army will make public 
service announcements in local newspapers of all artillery live-fire 
exercises of battalion size or larger prior to the firing taking 
place. Birds and animals will have to move to quieter areas while 
the training is taking place. Impacts from noise while firing into 
the Eagle River Flats will not cause significant impacts on nearby 
civilian communities or on wildlife using the Eagle River Flats. 
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(2) Biological Components. 

(a) Veaetation. The frozen soils and ice layer over 
the Eagle River Flats would protect the underlying vegetation. 
Little if any impact on vegetation would occur. 

(b) Waterbird use in the Easle River Flats. Winter 
firing would have little effect on bird use in the Eagle River Flats 
as most birds would have long since migrated out of the area. 
However, there would be a small number of bald eagles (perhaps less 
than lo) and ravens using the Eagle River Flats in winter. There 
also could be a few mallards using the flats in winter. These birds 
would be expected to temporarily move out of the flats to more 
quieter environs. winter firing would not cause significant impacts 
on bird use in the Eagle River Flats. 

(c) Mammals. Studies have not been conducted to 
evaluate noise disturbances from firing on mammalian use in the 
Eagle River Flats. However, the large number of mammalian species 
present and apparent abundance indicate that conditions exist in 
which they can survive and continue to live in the area. Winter 
firing would not expect to cause significant impacts on the mammals 
living in or adjacent to the Eagle River Flats. 

(d) Fish. Firing into the Eagle River Flats in winter 
would have little impact on fish using Eagle River. Adult or 
juvenile fish would not be expected to be in lower Eagle River 
during the winter months even though the lower part of the river 
remains open due to tidal action. Winter firing would not cause 
significant impacts to adult or juvenile fish in Eagle River. 

(3) Historic and Cultural Components. No archaeological or 
historic structures have been identified or are known to exist in 
the Eagle River Flats. Therefore, 
anticipated. 

significant impacts would not be 

(4) Socioeconomic Components. 

(a) Artillerv and Mortar Traininq. Using Eagle River 
Flats in the winter months will provide for the bulk of the 
artillery and mortar training needed by soldiers at Fort 
Richardson. This will help to stabilize and establish Fort 
Richardson once again as a prime training installation. 

(b) Human Health Risks. The human health risks of 
Alternative C, the Winter Firing Alternative, would be less than 
what was described for Alternative B, 
Alternative. 

the Winter/Summer Firing 
This would be due to less chance of further 

contamination of the soil and water with WP which could result in 
increased waterfowl deaths. In addition, there would be less chance 
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of exploding munitions contaminating the soil with chemical residues 
which could move into Eagle River and contaminate fish. Although 
winter firing would not be expected to cause s.ignificant human 
health risks, it is recommended that additional monitoring of this 

. 

potential problem be carried out and that a common sense approach be 
kept in mind when consuming ducks in upper Cook Inlet. 

(c) Socioeconomic Impacts. As discussed above, there 
would be no significant socioeconomic impacts with implementing the 
Winter Firing Alternative. 

d. Probable Effects of Implementing Alternative D, the 
Unrestrictive Firing Alternative. 

(1) Physical Components. 

(a) Air. The probable impacts of unrestrictive firing 
in the Eagle River Flats would be similar to the impacts described 
in Alternative B, the Winter/Summer Firing Alternative. These 
impacts are minimal as the small smoke clouds that form with 
exploding munitions dissipate in 30-60 seconds. HC smoke rounds 
would persist longer (up to 60 minutes) but would not be expected to 
cause harm to birds or other wildlife using the flats. 

(b) Soil and Water. Based on past unrestricted 
artillery and mortar use of the Eagle River Flats more than half 
the firing took place when the soils were unfroze; and in the 

of 

absence of an ice layer. Impacts of firing under these conditions 
would further contaminate the soil and water with WP. The exploding 
rounds will expose and redistribute buried WP particles over the 
flats and in water bodies. Significant impacts to soil and water 
contamination would result if unrestrictive firing took place. 

(c) Noise. Noise impacts of unrestrictive firing in 
the Eagle River Flats would be more of a problem than noise impacts 
from winter firing alone. This is due to a greater number of 
training exercises.which would be held during the summer months when 
people and wildlife are more active. Noise impacts would increase 
under the unrestrictive firing alternative and may cause significant 
impacts on the resident and migratory waterbirds using the flats in 
the summer months. 

(2) Biological Components 

(a) Vesetation. Vegetation loss would be primarily to 
cratering which results from exploding ordnance fired into the flats 
when the soils are unfrozen. 
(nitrogen and phosphorus) 

The release of primary plant nutrients 
into the Eagle River Flats would be 

beneficial in increasing biomass and plant species diversity. 
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(b) Waterbird use in the Easle River Flats. The 
impacts on waterbirds to unrestricted firing into the Eagle River 
flats would be similar to Alternative B, the Winter/Summer Firing 
Alternative. Due to the critical point in the waterbirds life 
cycle, significant impacts would likely occur. 

(c) Mammals. Unrestrictive firing would impact the 
mammals using the Eagle River Flats to a greater degree than would 
Alternative C, the Winter Firing Alternative. This is due to summer 
firing use of the flats when animals are more active and raising 
their young. The increased impacts associated with unrestricted 
firing would not be expected to cause significant impacts on the 
animals in Eagle River Flats. 

(d) Fish. 
Flats may cause 

Unrestrictive firing into the Eagle River 

Alternative C, 
slightly more impacts on fish using Eagle River than 

the Winter Firing Alternative. This would be due to 
the firing in the flats when the ground is unprotected (unfrozen and 
without ice cover). Possible contamination under these conditions 
could enter Eagle River and cause harm to fish. However, the 
monitoring of Eagle River king salmon runs in past years when 
unrestricted firing in the Eagle River Flats was taking place showed 
healthy fish and sustained uniform runs. Unrestricted firing in the 
Eagle River Flats would not be expected to cause significant impacts 
on fish in Eagle River. 

(3) Historic and Cultural Components. No archaeological or 
historic structures have been identified or are known to exist in 
the Eagle River Flats. 

(4) Socioeconomic Components 

(a) Artillery and Mortar Traininq. Unrestricted use of 
the Eagle River Flats will provide for artillery and mortar training 
needed by soldiers at Fort Richardson. This will help stabilize and 
establish Fort Richardson once again as a prime training 
installation. 

(b) Human Health Risks. The probable human health 
risks of unrestricted firing into the Eagle River Flats would be 
very similar to the risks discussed in Alternative B, the 
Winter/Summer Firing Alternative. Significant human health risks 
from the unrestricted firing alternative would not be expected to 
result. 
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7. Public and Agency Participation 

Impa:; (FONSI) 
A draft copy of the Public Notice, Finding of No Significant 

and Environmental Assessment (EA) for the resumption 
of live-fire tkaining in the Eagle River Flats Impact Area on Fort 
Richardson, Alaska was provided to the Eagle River Flats Task Force 
on October 18, 1991 (Appendix K). Task Force members presented oral 
comments to the Army in a special meeting held on October 21, 1991. 
In the latter part of October, the Army received written comments on 
the draft environmental documents from all agencies on the Task 
Force (with the exception of the Environmental Protection Agency), 
from U.S. Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory, and 
from U.S. Army, Pacific (Appendix L). U.S. Army Toxic and Hazardous 
Materials Agency presented oral comment:i. This input was the basis 
for major changes to the environmental documents. The HA was 
revised and additional basic information was added to make the 
documents more comprehensive. This final draft was made available 
to a host of agencies and the public for their review and comment. 

b. Public notices for the availability of the environmental 
documents were published in the Anchorage Daily News, The Anchorage 
Times, the Chugiak-Eagle River Star, and the Frontiersman/Valley Sun 
during the first part of November 1991 (Appendix M). The local news 
media requested copies of the environmental documents and after 
reviewing them wrote several newspaper articles (Appendix N). 
Individuals interested in obtaining further information were 
directed to the Fort Richardson Media Relations Officer. Written 
comments on this action were received in the Fort Richardson Public 
Affair Office during a 30 day period which ended on the 6th of 
December 1991. 
documents, 

Due to delays in printing the draft environmental 
the public comment period was extended to the 20th of 

December 1991. More than 60 copies of the documents were mailed or 
hand carried to potentially affected or interested individuals, 
organizations, and agencies so that they could have the opportunity 
to participate in the review and development of the documents prior 
to implementing the action (Appendix 0). 
on November 26, 

A Public Meeting was held 
1991 at the Chugiak High School Cafeteria to obtain 

public input (Appendix P). 

C. The Fort Richardson Public Affairs Office (PAO) was the 
Point of Contact for all individuals, organizations and agencies 
concerning the environmental documents on this subject. Several 
calls were made to the PA0 requesting copies of the documents or 
asking questions concerning the action. only one person from the 
public attended the Public Meeting held at Chugiak High School 
Cafeteria on Tuesday November 26, 1991 at 7 PM (Appendix P). This 
person had no prepared questions or comments other than he supported 
the Army's proposal to resume firing in the Eagle River Flats. 
only other input on these documents were three letters from 

The 

environmental organizations which were faxed to the Fort Richardson 
Public Affairs Office on December 20, 1991 (Appendix Q). 
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d. Army response to the letters from the Alaska Center for the 
Environment, the National Audubon Society, and the Sierra Club Legal 
Defense Fund, Inc. are found in Appendices R,S,and T, respectively. 

8. Summary. 

The environmental effects of resuming artillery and mortar 
fir& into the Eagle River Flats were assessed. Potential signif- 
icant environmental impacts found in one or more of the alternatives 
discussed in this assessment include the following: (1) Further 
contamination of Eagle River Flats by the use of munitions 
containing WP, (2) Further contamination of soil and water in Eagle 
River Flats by firing munitions into the impact area when the soil 
is unprotected by frozen ground and ice cover, (3) KJise 
disturbances to resident and migratory waterfowl using the Eagle 
River Flats, and (4) Interference with research and remediation 
treatments which could exacerbate the completion of the work. 

b. Alternatives to the proposed action were thoroughly 
investigated and Alternative C (the Winter Firing Alternative) was 
selected as the Army's preferred alternative for implementation. 
The Winter Firing Alternative, when sufficient ice cover is present 
to protect the underlying sediments, is the best option and solution 
to the Army's requirement to train its soldiers. After remedial 
investigative studies and measures are complete, the potential for 
resumption of summer firing will be reevaluated in a separate 
environmental document. 

C. Further contamination of soil and water with WP will be 
eliminated by not using WP in munition rounds fired into the Eagle 
River Flats. Further contamination of soil 'and water with WP when 
the soil is unprotected will be prevented by firing into the flats 
only in the winter months when the ground is frozen and sufficient 
ice cover is present. To minimize artillery and mortar rounds from 
penetrating the ice layer and exposing and redistributing WP, only 
variable or mechanical time (air burst) or point detonating super 
quick fuzes will be employed in the Eagle River Flats. The complete 
moratorium on firing into the Eagle River Flats during the time the 
soils are thawed (April through October) will reduce the disturbance 
to migratory and resident waterfowl using the Eagle River Flats to 
very low and insignificant levels. Winter firing in the flats will 
allow the waterfowl mortality studies and remediation work to 
continue uninterrupted in summer. Noise disturbances to waterfowl 
associated with firing into the Eagle River Flats will be greatly 
minimized by reducing the maximum number of months each year firing 
will take place (November through March- 5 months). This is the 
time of year when most migratory waterfowl and shore birds have 
migrated out of Alaska and are on their wintering grounds. Research 
and remediation scientists will closely coordinate work to be 
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accomplished in the Eagle River Flats with the Fort Richardson Range 
Control Office. The Range Control Office will be responsible to fit 
the work into the training schedule in such a manner as not to cause . 
unnecessary delays in getting the work completed. 

(CR&,) has identified White Phosphorus (WP) found in sediments in 
U.S. Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory 

the ponds in the flats as the most likely cause of the waterfowl 
mortality problem. CRREL has surmised that WP is stored 
indefinitely in the sediments of Eagle River Flats and it will 
continue to be a hazard to waterfowl even without additional inputs 
of WP. continuing research by CRREL in 1991 will determine the WP 
distribution in sediments (both vertical and horizontal), the 
particle size of the contaminant, 
the flats. 

and the concentration contclrs in 
The final action will be to remediate WP in the Eagle 

River Flats so that the waterfowl mortality problem can be greatly 
reduced or ceases to be a problem. The Army will continue to insure 
adequate funding to carry out the necessary research to solve the 
problem. 

e. Public comments on the draft EA are discussed in detail in 
Appendices R, S, and T. The major points raised by all three of the 
environmental groups were that inadequate treatment was given to the 
known sediment contamination problem and that significant impacts 
would result if live-fire training resumed in the Eagle River 
Flats. The sediment contamination problem is a separate matter 
being handled by the U.S. 
Agency. 

Army Toxic and Hazardous Materials 
Specific procedures for remediation of the Eagle River 

flats cannot be determined at this time. Remediation methods are 
extremely important to all Eagle River Task Force members 
the Army, 

including 
and are a goal to be accomplished at the end of'the 

on-going investigation. Questions and comments concerning the 
contamination problem should be addressed to the Eagle River 
Interagency Task Force. significant impacts will not occur when 
firing into the flats resumes due to the Army's selection of the 
winter firing alternative which includes specific ice and frozen 
ground parameters that will protect the underlying sediments. 

f. In conclusion, the preferred alternative (Alternative C, the 
"Winter Firing Alternative") with mitigation measures, 
in the body-of this assessment, 

as discussed 
will not cause significant direct or 

indirect impacts on the environment, the wildlife, 
human population and, therefore, 

or the local 
. 

(FONSI) will be prepared. 
a Finding of No Significant Impact 
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APPENDICES 

APPENDIX A - 

APPENDIX B - 

APPENDIX C - 

APPENDIX D - 

APPENDIX E - 

APPENDIX F - 

APPENDIX G - 

APPENDIX H - 

APPENDIX I - 

APPENDIX J - 

APPENDIX K - 

APPENDIX L - 

APPENDIX M - 

A SUMMARY IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER OF THE EAGLE RIVER 
FLATS WATERFOWL MORTALITY INVBSTIGATION 

PRESS RELEASE, EAGLE RIVER FLATS, FEBRUARY 21, 1991, 
6TH INFANTRY DIVISION (LIGHT) 

LOCAL NEWSPAPER ARTICLES ON EAGLE RIVER FLATS 

PRESS RELEASE AND I-:EWSPAPER ARTICLES ON THE 
CONTINUATION OF STUDIES IN THE EAGLE RIVER FLATS, 
ALASKA; SEPTEMBER 1991 

COST ANALYSIS FOR FIRING OPTIONS IN THE EAGLE RIVER 
FLATS 

VEGETATION ZONES AND PLANT COMMUNITIES; EAGLE RIVER 
FLATS 

WATERBIRD SURVEY/REPORT; U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE 
SERVICE 

ARTILLERY TEST FIRING IN RELATIONSHIP TO PROTECTION 
OF THE UNDERLYING SEDIMENTS IN THE EAGLE RIVER FLATS 

HUM?iN HEALTH RISKS FROM CONSUMING CONTAMINATED 
WATERFOWL FROM THE EAGLE RIVER FLATS 

LETTER FROM STATE EPIDEMIOLOGIST WITH CONCLUSIONS 
ABOUT HUMAN HEALTH HAZARDS RELATED TO POSSIBLE 
INGESTION OF ELEMENTAL PHOSPHORUS IN DUCK TISSUE 

LETTER ACCOMPANYING DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENTS 
PROVIDED TO THE EAGLE RIVER FLATS TASK FORCE AND A' 
LIST OF TASK FORCE ATTENDEES AT A MEETING HELD ON 
OCTOBER 21, 1991 

EAGLE RIVER TASK FORCE AND DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENTS FOR 
RESUMPTION OF FIRING IN THE EAGLE RIVER FLATS IMPACT 
AREA 

PUBLIC NOTICE ANNOUNCEMENTS FOR THE AVAILABILITY OF 
ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENTS FOR THE RESUMPTION OF 
LIVE-FIRE TRAINING IN THE EAGLE RIVER FLATS 
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APPENDIX N - NEWSPAPER ARTICLES ON ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENTS FOR 
THE RESUMPTION OF LIVE-FIRE TRAINING IN THE EAGLE 
RIVER FLATS, ALUKA 

APPENDIX 0 - MAILING LIST FOR COPIES OF ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENTS 
FOR THE RESUMPTION OF LIVE-FIRE TRAINING IN THE 
EZiGLE RIVER FLATS, ALASKA 

APPENDIX P - PUBLIC MEETING DOCUMENTATION FOR THE RESUMPTION OF 
LIVE-FIRE TRAINING IN THE EAGLE RIVER FWTS; PRESS 
RELEASE, PUBLIC MEETING NOTICES PUBLISHED IN LOCAL 
NEWSPAPERS, AND PUBLIC MEETING ATTENDEES 
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RESUMPTION OF LIVE-FIRE IN THE EAGLE RIVER FLATS 

APPENDIX R - RESPONSE TO ALASKA CENTER FOR THE ENVIRONMENT LETTER 
DATED DECEMBER 20, 1991 CONCERNING THE RESUMPTION OF 
LIVE-FIRE TRAINING IN THE EAGLE RIVER FLATS 

APPENDIX S - RESPONSE TO NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY LETTER DATED 
DECEMBER 20, 1991 CONCERNING THE RESUMPTION OF 
LIVE-FIRE TRAINING IN THE =GLE RIVER FLATS 

APPENDIX T - RESPONSE TO SIERRA CLUB LEGAL DEFENSE FUND, 
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CONCERNING THE RESUMPTION OF LIVE-FIRE TRAINING IN 
THE EAGLE RIVER FLATS 
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APPENDIX A 

A SUMMARY IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER OF THE EAGLE RIVER FIATS 

WATERFOWL MORTALITY INVESTIGATION 
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A SUMMARY IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER OF THE EAGLE RIVER FLATS 

WATERFOWL MORTALITY INVESTIGATION 

* Eagle River Flats (ERF) is a 2500 acre salt marsh that 
serves as Fort Richardson's only impact area for heavy artillery 
and mortar fire. 

* ERF is a highly productive, critical wetland due to its 
function as a staging area (resting and feeding) for migratory 
birds in April, May, August, September, and October. 

* Excessive mortality was first reported in August 1981 by 
duck hunters to Fort Richardson biologist Alan Bennett. 

* Between 1981 and 1988, investigations concentrated on duck 
searches, chemical analyses, parasite and disease analyses, and 
affects of the artillery burst on waterfowl. 

* As a result of no conclusive findings for a number of 
years, 
through 

an interagency task force was created in February 1988 
a Memorandum of Understanding (Copy Attached). 

* In November 1988, Fort Richardson requested U.S. Army Toxic 
and Hazardous Materials Agency (USATHAHA), Aberdeen Proving Ground, 
Maryland for technical assistance and expertise in the ERF 
investigation. 

* In April 1989, USATHAMA contractor Environmental Science 
and Engineering, Inc. (ESE) initiated expanded site investigation. 

* February 1990, ESE released final report. 
actual cause remained unknown, 

Although the 
statistical interpretation indicated 

that explosive compounds and/or their by-products appear to be the 
cause of the waterfowl mortality on the ERF. 
that infectious disease, 

The report stated 
inhalation of smoke or toxic gases, 

concussion and algal toxins were not the cause of waterfowl 
mortality on the ERF. 

* Due to the correlation between explosives and duck deaths, 
the 6th Infantry Division (Light) Commander temporarily suspended 
firing in the ERF on February 8, 1990. 
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l March 1990, Cold Regions Research and Engineering 
Laboratory (CRREL) was contracted by USATBAMA to undertake the 
follow-on investigation. CRREL was tasked to determine if munition 
residues were pre.sent in the soil and water of the flats and 
investigate possible relationships to waterfowl mortality. 

l Spring 1990, investigation concentrates on identifying 
explosives on ERF. 2,4-DNT was found but was determined not to be 
the cause of waterfowl mortality. 

l July 1990, a sediment sample collected from ERF smoked when 
dried in the laboratory. Fall 1990 investigation focused on white 
phosphorus (WP) as the cause of waterfowl mortality. 

* February 1991, CRREL final report identified WP as the 
cause of waterfowl mortality based on observations, chemical 
analyses (waterfowl tissues and sediment) and laboratory bassos 
utilizing WP. 

* February 199 1, Task Force reviewed USATHAMA Scope of Work 
and approved the following studies: 

a. Waterfowl mortality searches and bird censuses 
b. Analytical method validation 
c. Sublethal tissue uptake study 
d. Predation study 
e. WP distribution and fate in ERF sediments 
f. Swan mortality study 
g. Preliminary remedial feasibility study 

* Primary species affected include dabbling ducks and swans, 
although investigation in the spring of 1991 also found several 
dead shorebirds and one immature bald eagle. It can not be 
determined that the eagle died from WP. 

l Prior to 1991, all ducks with WP were found in the ERF. 
During 1991, one duck containing WP was found at Gwen Lake and 
another duck was found at Clunie Lake. Both lakes are on the Fort 
Richardson Military Reservation. 

* $1.75 million has been spent on the waterfowl mortality 
investigations to date. 
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APPENDIX B 

PRESS RELEASE, EAGLE RIVER FIATS, FEBRUARY 21, 1991, 

6th INFANTRY DIVISION (LIGHT) 
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PRESS RELEASE 
6th INFANTRY DIVISION (LIGHT) 

HOLD FOR RELEASE UNTIL 6 p.m., Feb. 21, 1991 

EAGLE RIVER FLATS REPORT RELEASED 

Release Number: 91-2-4-12 

FORT RICHARDSON, Alaska, Feb. 21, 1991 - Army officials here today 

released a report, prepared by the D.S. Army Cold Regions Research and 

Engineering Laboratory (CRREL.), which identifies the ingestion of white 

phosphorus as the cause of the unusual raterfowl deaths on the post's Eagle 

River Flats. 

The identification was based upon field and laboratory work accomplished 

last year by CRREL researchers who co&- 'lected and analyzed the tissues of 14 

waterfowl and more than 250 water 2nd sediment samples. 

The 80-page report, entitled "Bate,, --owl Mortality in Eagle River Flats, 

Alaska: The Role of Munition Compounds,q was prepared by CRREL at Hanover, N-H., 

under a $305,000 study funded by the U.S. Army Toxic and Hazardous Materials 

Agency at Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md. %e report was presented to the 6th 

Infantry Division (Light) Commander, Ma;. Gen. Samuel E. Ebbesen, yesterday, and 

to the members of the Eagle River Flats interagency Task Force at a meeting 

today. 

-more- 

Public Affairs Office, 6thInfantry Division (Light). Fort Richardson, Alaska 995055320 Workdays: 862.9298/862-1124 FAX: W-2209 
Off-duty hours: 864-0133 Workdays ask for: “Media Rehriors mcer.” Off-duty hours ask for: 

“Public Affairs On-Call Officer.” 
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ERF REPORT RELEASED 2-2-2-2-2 

The federal and state.agencies of the task force have been working together 

to determine the cause of the waterfowl mortality since the group's formation in 

Nov. 1987. Besides the Army, the task force includes the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 

Service, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Alaska Department of Fish and 

Game and the .Jaska Department of Environmental Conservation. ir 

In addition to presenting their report on the work completed in 1990, and 

the conclusion drawn from that work, CRREL scientists have recommended studies 

continue in 1991. The proposed effort would focus on locating specific areas of 

high concentrations of white phosphorus contamination as well as evaluating and 

testing potential remedial solutions. 

The Army is pleased by the hard work, scientific approach and spirit of 

cooperation over the past months which have resulted in a definitive 

identification of white phosphorous as the cause of the duck mortality. General 

Ebbesen has directed that white phosphorous will not be fired into the Eagle 

River Flats impact area in the future. 

The 6th Infantry Division (Light) d oes intend to resume artillery and 

mortar firing at Eagle River Flats, following completion of an envir-onmental 

assessment and a firing plan which the commanding general has ordered prepared. 

-3o- 
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1. . . . *r-. < 

Phosphorus causes wiklf owl deaths . 
By DON ALEXANDER ’ 1990 until the cause of the deaths 

Of Tlte Stnt Staff could be determined. 
The possibility of an adverse The moratorium on firing had 

economic impact on Chugiak - forced the move of Fort Richard- 
Eagle River has been reduced by son soldiers to Fort Wainwright 
release of a report last week by . for training on at least one occa- 
the U.S. Army. . _ - sion. said Fort Richardson DUbIiC 

The 8@pagc report identifies affairs officer Chuck Cgnter- 
white phosphorus as the likely bury. Additionally, the possibil- 
killer of wildfowl in the Eagle. 
River Flats. Because of the deith 

ity of permanent relocation of 
the post’s artillery unit loomed if 

of wild birds in the Flats, which. the cause of the wildfowl mor- 
is an Army artillery impact area, tality could ncrt be found. The 
firing was suspended in Feb. unit, 4th Bn., 1 lth Field Artil- 

*.- . 
.._. . _ . ._ *--+A-. . _ 

Afmy starts ;enyiron~ental . r-. 
’ -’ (Continued ftom Page 1) Several ways of dealing with the 
’ Previous studies had eliminated white phosphorus have been 
c many causes for the bird deaths, discussed. Among these is place- 

including the concussion of fall: 
ing shells. 

ment of some type of mesh over 

” Although white phosphbrus is 
. the hot spots to prevent birds 

seen as the definitive cause of the 
from getting to it. Because the 
substance burns when exposed to 

bird deaths, the Flats has not 
; been re-opened to firing. 

oxygen, the options of digging 
and injection of oxygen into the 

G 1 “What the Army’s intent and. soil and pond beds has also been 
, wish is that they be able to fire: discussed as an option, he said. 
1 before the end of this calendar . In fact, it may be found that 
; year. ” said Canterbury. “How-. there is no ;;y to “fi~;~;h: 
: ever, it all depends on what the situation. the . . . . 

Icry, consists of more than 500 
soldiers, from junior enfistcd to 
their field grade commander. 

The ‘report, entitled “Water- : 
fowl Mortality in Eagle River ! 
Mats, Alaska: The Role of Muni- 
tion Compounds,” was prcpnrcd I 
by the Cold Regions Rcscarcll ’ 
and Engineering Laboratory in 
Hanover, N.H. It details the 
investigation into the Gldfowi _ 
deaths, which were first 
discovered a decade ago. 

(Continued on Page 8) 

assessment I 
had written the Army a letter : 
suggesting such action several 
months ago, he said, but no :! 
response was given. y 

“I think that’s a dead issue at 
this point,” Canterbury related. 
Members of the task force of _.*. 
state and federal agcncics that 
had been formed to investigate 
the bird deaths have not indi- 
cated a desire to pursue closure 
of the Flats, he said. 

The Army hopes to have the 
rcmediation report by next rum- 
mer, Canterbury said. - phosphorus is too widely spread 

out, Canterbury said. 
,.. What method or methods of i 

I. 

remediation are chosen would 
determine who would conduct 
the work. It could be done by 
specialists with CRREL, by Fort : 

. Richardson soldiers, by explosive 

: 
; 1 
1 ? 
‘cy 
8 

envlronmental assessment comes 
i up with in conjunction with a 
I firing plan.” ._ 

* About %500.000- has ‘been 
budgeted for completion of the 

’ environmental assessment of the 
area. he explained. The firing 
plan will detail .when firing can 

. and cannot take place. ordnance personnel, by local 
Army officials have said that civilian contractors or a corn- 

no more shells containing white 
phosphorus will be fired but con- 

bination of these, Canterbury 

sidcrrble deposits cf the ’ 
said. 

“We’<e lobbed shells into 
substance could still be present in ‘. there for 40 years.” he explained. 

’ the Flats. Part of the job of the “God knows what’s under the 
CnvirOnmCtItal assessment will be muck there. To go through there 

. to dcterminc where heavy con- with a Rototiller wouldn’t be my 
ccntrations exist, if anywhere,-- idea of a good time.” 

* Canterbury said. Contrary to other reports, fir- . In turn. what types of “hot 
spots” are discovered will detcr- 

ing into the Flats will probably 

mine what type of remediation 
not be reduced or eliminated 

* will take place. Canterbury said, 
altogether, Canterburv said. The 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 

, 

c 
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BY DANIEL R. SADDLER : 

iii%SWtlllEfl ,, *. 
Thouxmds of fIIl;r;& 

wlcrlcwl dylnt; on Ill0 En#;ta 
hh’t!r kbts arl11fcry ,a,,~e each 
yc.1r urc bdnj: killl-u try whlto 
IhUSlhu9 Icft horn smoke- 
pmduclng shells. s;rItl d ir.S; 
Army rcpt released Thufsday.: 

The ycarloug. UKi,Mo rludy 
by the Army’s Cold Rcglons Re. 
starch and Englncoring Labors. 
tory Ln New 11arnprlrlre found 
birds were dying utter caling pin. 
hcad&cU fngments of un- 
humcd phosphow but% In UIS 
marsh. 

“It’s been a Ilute bit like solv- 
Ing a mystery, lollowlng vafious 

‘clues and Icads nnd solving a 
‘-prclly .,compllcated mystery.” 
L said Clwrlcs Raclne, an ec010gk.t 

WilhCRRELstFortGreclyn~ 
,. Fairbnb. . .. ’ 

Diolqbts ln KM first & 
’ p-~ortctl IncreasIng bin! deaths on 
” the mud MS, whcro mignllng 

walerlowl rcsl each spring and L 

Friday, Fcbnmy 2X,1411, The Anchonge Tlmu u3 
.__._ 

Slnolie ; : - * . 
Conrhwd fmm page Ul 

starthlg tart s,u lrlg SElfllIlsIs 
with CRRIII., autr~~xf by olhcr 
mllltary and clvfllan rcscnrch- 
ers, look 2% waler nnd sedfmcnt 
samples, walchcd birds I.& nnd 
Uh? on #he flats, and nr.alyzrd tis. 
sues of 14 watcdowl found dcod 
In Iho shallow wnIeTs ot Ihe 2,5M 
acre ifring range. 

In July. sclcntlrts began Lo 
conrlder phosphorus aller a scdf- 
merit sample begnn smoking 
wh opned h the Iab, Raclne 
s;rld. PhosphoruE bumE wfth 
while smoke when exposr*l IO OK. 
ygcn, nnd unburned phosphors 
may have been driven into iha 
mud and waler oI Ihc salt marsh 
byexpkxting shells, he said. 

The researchen hod ctrclr 
smohlng gun aller devising new 
test5 to detect mlcmxopic 

amounls of phrrsphonrs tn dead 
ducks, and Ilnding phosphorus 
caused rhc snme iy~z ol convut- 
sive death In Iabonrory bfrdr as 
those of~~~cd In Ibe Rats, Ra: 
ch szlfd. ’ 

“It’s a leniblc death, ihere’s 
no qucstlon about (1,” he s&i. 
Rirds rating phosphor become 
Iclhargic before entering violcnl 
conulMons. Ollcn. ~hcy drown 
or bccomc prey for on eagle b+ 
Iore dying hy phosphorus poison- 
lng. 

The sedhcnt vmpllng did 
show hfgh concenlnllorrc of 
DNT. n military shell pmpellcnt, 
near nn odi~mnce disposal 
dump, the report snld. l-tut lcsts 
on the duck carcasses dfscounrcd 
thcarles thry wcm Wtfrd by cx. 
ploslver, II said 

“We Just took enough llms 
and enough samples UUII by 
chance wf csme up with II sam- 
pte conlalnlng phosphors.” old 
Rat Inc. “Tbal was the firsI clue 

thnc tn the next two ye, said 
cudcrbuly. 

“The nent grml is to rrdrrcs 
Be wr~crfowt morMy. now 
lhaf we hvc sumcthiug to r.5 
mcdlaIe ‘4 satd M-i~mc Walsh I I 
I phplebl scteoUrt whh CRAEi 
InNew H4mpshh-c. 

Raclne, Watrh, and thclr col. 
~C~~UCS hope IO cnmc up wilh a 
way lo deadtvatc I?IC coqwund 

I In 15Z. Some pssibitflics lnc~udc ._. . 
we had 9omclhIng qults unlc, addlng oxygen wnn cnemrc:lIs or 
mat.” chumfng the tlals wilh hil:h ex- 

plDrfYes or plows. Ancuhcr pIan 
1 would place mesh over pl~ldr 

wllh tw much phosphorus. Ra. 
clnewld. * 

The U.S. Army hag Mgetd 
WVBI for conllnued work, 
which wltl tnclude fettlng xlen. 
lhs spend Ihe rcsI oi the year 
mappfng concentrations ot phos- 
phorus in the flats, said CanIer- 
bury, 

The Army bar ogreed IO slop 
fiting rll white phosphonu 
munds when It rewmts using Ihc 
range, whfch II hopes lo da some 

fall, nnd where rnxlps hove prac- 
Uccd liring nrtlllcty shells since 

1 UIC end ol World War IL Esll- 
; mm of bird deaths bve ranged 

upto1.033~chyear. 

The dcnths have ‘*p&d 
sclcnttsls lor years. Preuloru 
studies costing nearty $1 mittton 

,~lwowed down the cause of 
dcalh to compunds conrained In 
Uie anlllcry shells, forcing lht 
Army to slop firing on Ihe nngt 
I ycnr ago, said Chuck Canler- 
bury.anArmyspokerman’ ,*‘;:!.-. . ..I. 
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APPENDIX D 

PRESS RELEASE AND NEWSPAPER ARTICLES ON 

THE CONTINUATION OF STUDIES IN THE 

EAGLE RIVER FLATS, ALASKA, 

SEPTEMBER 1991 
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PRESS RELEASE 
6th INFANTRY DIVISION (LIGHT) 

FORIMHEDIATERXLEASE 

EAGLE RIVER FLATS STUDIES CONTmuE 

FORT RICHARDSON, Alaska, Sept. 25, 1991 - With the cause of 

waterfowl deaths on the Eagle River Flats narrowed earlier this year to 

white phosphorous from ammunition, Axny scientists now are foctixing 

their efforts on defining the scope of the white phosphorous 

contamination and preventing or lessening e-qosure of other birds to the 

chemical. 

With Army es;penditures at nearly a &If million dollars, and about 

$1.75 million spent on the project since lP89, the Armi is diligently 

working to find immediate and long tex resolutions to the problem. 

The more than 700 sediment samples taken in the flats from May 1990 

to the present indicate that there are certain "hot spots" where white 

phosphorous pellets are concentrated and -here birds die in higher 

numbers. So far, these areas have been confined to low wet ground. 

Scientists with the U.S. Army Cold Se gions 3esearch and Engineering 

Laboratory (CRREL) are continuing to analyze soil samples in an effort 

to identify any additional sites of contamination. 

-aore- 
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EAGLE RIVER FJATS STUDIES CONTINUE ?.-Z-?-?-Z' 

In conjunction with this past summer's soil testing, researchers 

from Dartmouth College Medical School observed waterfowl mortality, 

predation of sick and dead waterfowl by other animals and collected 

tissue samples for laboratory analysis. At the Dartmouth laboratory, 

studies on domestic ducks exposed to white phosphorous continue, 

including researching the mechanism by which white phosphorous moves 

through living tissue.and causes death. Since white phosphorous is not 

a naturally occurring substance, little has been documented or is even 

known about its effects on birds. 

CRREL personnel have begun formulating studies that will focus on 

the removal, neutralization or covering over of the toxic material. 

Since May, Army wildlife biologists have conducted 13 helicopter 

surveys of Eagle River Flats and wetlands adjacent to the post, looking 

for indications of sick or dead birds. Although no carcasses or dying 

birds were found in off-post areas, which included Goose Bay and Fire 

Creek, just north of the post, waterfowl mortality continues to occur on 

the Eagle River Flats. 

In addition, the biologists have intensively searched the flats for 

any evidence of predator deaths, and found one juvenile bald eagle in 

May. Herring gulls, ravens and eagles are the primary predators on the 

flats. 

-more-- 
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EAGLE RTVER FtATS STUDIES CONTINUE 3-3-3-3-3 

Systematic searches of post lakes using canoes have revealed one 

dead bird, tentatively identified as a grebe, found on Clunie Lake, 

about two miles east of the Flats. Tissue samples on that bird indicated 

the presence of white phosphorous. The only other bird ever found to 

contain white phosphorous outside the flats was a mallard hen at Gwen 

Lake, also on post, in 1988. 

While several herring gull eggs from the flats were found to 

contain white phosphorous, the eggs from the same nest that were not 

taken hatched successfully and researchers have not drawn any 

conclusions from this finding. 

Recognizing that the possibility does exist that birds visiting or 

raised on Eagle River Flats can fly to nearby wetlands, the task force 

contacted the State of Alaska Department of Health and Social Services 

for an opinion regarding potential health risks associated with eating 

those birds. 

Following a review of the investigation findings, Dr. John 

Eliddaugh, state epidemiologist, concluded that, "While the risk of 

adverse health effects from potential exposure to elemental waterfowl 

cannot be said to be zero, based upon evidence from available scientific 

data and findings of the ongoing investigation, the risk can be said to 

be so low as to constitute no basis for public health concern. 

--more-- 
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EZLE RIVER FLATS STUDIES CONTINUE 4-4-4-4-4 

"Usual coamon sense precautions by duck hunters are sufficient to 

assure safety for hunters and their families," Middaugh said. "Hunting 

was and is banned at the Eagle River Flats. Hunters should not consume 

sick waterfowl or waterfowl found dead. The findings demonstrate that 

there is no need for any restrictions on the September 1991 duck hunting 

season beyond the steps already taken." 

As part of ongoing studies, state and federal wildlife officials 

have collected nearly 300 duck gizzards from upper Cook Inlet waterfowl 

hunters to be analyzed by Army scientists. These gizzards will be 

analyzed by CRREL scientists for levels of white phosphorous and lead. 

--3o- 
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Ann_v pinpoints hot spots 
Fl-. RICHARDSON-U.S. Army 
otlicials here have announced pre- 
liminary findings of testing done 

+on more than 700 sediment 
sample taken from the Eagle 
River Flats this summer, accord- 
ing to The Chugiak-Eagle River 
Sfar. 

Earlier research done by Army 
scienrisrs indicated white phos- 
phmus from artillery rounds Bred 
into the Flats was responsible for 
the high tate of waterfowl deaths 
inthem 

The soil tests have revealed that 
there are hof spars where white 
phosphorus pellets are concen- 
trated and where birds die in larger 
numti.Theseareasareconfined 
to low wet ground, researchers 
from Lhe U.S. Army Cold Regions 
Research and Engineering Labo- 
mot-y (CRREL) say. The-h; 
ers are continuing to foeus their 
concern on defining the scope of 
the contamination and preventing 
or lmening exposure .of other 
birds to the chemical. 

-. In cr*ljuncit.on with the soil test- 
ing, -hers from Dartmouth 
College Medical School observed 
waterfowl mortality, predation of 
sick and dead waterfowl by other 
animals and collected tissue 
sample for lab analysis. 

At the Dartmouth lab, studies on 
domestic ducks exposed to white 
phosphorusarepmceeding,Army 
officials report Because whim 
phosphurus is not a naturally oc- 
cutring substance, little has been 
documented or is known about its 
eflects on bii. 

CRREL personnel have also be- 
gun formulating studies of ways 
m remove, ovum, or cover the 
toxic material 

Sim May, Army wildlife bi- 
ologis have conducted 13 heli- 
copter surveys of the Flats and 
we&tnds adjacent the post, Ioking 
for indications of sick or dead 
birds AIthough none were found 
in off-postareas. including Goose 
Bay and Fue Creek just north of 
the post waterfowl mortality still 
occurs on the Eagle River Flats. 

Additionally, Ihe bioIogists have 
intensively scarchcd the Flats for 
any evidence of predator deaths. 
So far, the carcass of one juvenile 
bald eagle has been found. Her- 
ring gulls, ravens. and eagles am 
the primary predators on the Flats. 

Systematic searches of lakes on 
Ft. Richardson have also been con- 
ducted with canoes. One dead bird 
was found at Clunie Lake, two 
miles east of the Flats. Tissue 
samples from the bird had white 
phosphorous in them. The only 
other bid ever found to contain 
white phosphorous outside the 
Fiats was a mallard hen discovcd 
in 1988 at Gwen Lake. 

Several herring gull eggs from 
the Flats were found to contain 
white .phosphorous. However, 
those eggs left in that nest hatched 
successfully. 

In cognition of the possibility 
that birds visiting or raised on the 
Flats can fly to nearby wetlands, 
the task forceconducting thestudy 
contacted the Alaska Department 
of Health & Social Services for an 
opinion regarding health risks 
associated with eating those birds. 

Following a review of Ihe inves- 
tigation lindings, Dr. John Mid- 
daugh. state epidemiologist. con- 
cluded that the risk from eating 
affected birds can’t be said to not 
exist. Nonetheess, the risk can be 
said to be so low as to constitute 
no basis forpublic he&h concern. 

As part of the continuing study 
of the deaths, state and fedenl 
wildlife officials have collected 
nearly 300 duck gizzards from 
upper Cook Inlet waterfowl hunt- 
ers. The gizzards will be analyzed 
for levels of white phosphorous 
and lead. 
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Army fighting to save birds 
The Associated Press 

Waterfowl continue to die 
on a Fort Richardson artil- 
lery range. but Army scien- 
tists say they believe 
they’ve found a lead toward 
preventing the deaths, which 
are caused by white phos- 
phorous contamination. 

The Army stopped firing 
white phosphorous shells on- 
to its Eagle Flats range near 
Anchorage in February 1990 
after it was determined that 
chemical residue from the 
shells was killing certain 
kinds of ducks, spokesman 
Chuck Canterbury said. 

“Birds are continuing to 
die on the flats but not as 
many,” Canterbury said. He 
wasn’t able to provide a 
total. 

The Army uses white 
phosphorous shells as smoke 
for camouflage or conceal- 
ment. They’re also deadly 
anti-personnel weapo.ns. 
Canterbury said. 

“The stuff bums like cra- 
zy unless ‘it goes into the 
water, where it will be ex- 
tinguished,” he said. “That’s 
why the hot spots we’ve 
found are in wetter ground. 

“The diving ducks pick up 
the little (phosphorous) pel- 

6 I The diving ducks pick 
up the little pellets as feed. 
It ends up in their gizzards 
and kills them. $ 

-Chuck Canterbury 

lets as feed. It ends up in 
their gizzards and kills 
them.” 

The Army has spent about 
$1.75 million trying to find a 
long-range cure for the prob- 
lem, which has killed thou- 
sands of waterfowl. 

More than 700 soil sam- 
ples have been taken in the 
flats since May 1990 in ef- 
forts to find the primary 
“kill zones,” Canterbury 
said. 

“When we get the answers 
back sometime this winter, 
we’ll know how extensive 
our problem is,” he said. 

Studies have begun on re- 
moving, neutralizing or cov- 
ering the toxic material, the 
Army said in a news release. 

Nature, however, may 
have provided a short-term 
solution. 

“One lead, unsubstan- 
tiated at this point, came 
from some boardwalks we’d 

built in the area,” Canter- 
bury said. “We had quite a 
windstorm recently and it 
blew some of the board- 
walks into the hottest areas. 

“We haven’t had any 
dimff there and it’s conceiv- 
able that the boardwalks are 
scaring them off - acting 
like a scarecrow. 

“Maybe we need to set up 
some scarecrows out there.” 

Meanwhile, the state epi- 
demiologist said there is lit- 
tle health risk from eating 
some of the contaminated 
birds. 

“While the risk of adverse 
health effects from potential 
exposure to elemental water- 
fowl cannot be said to be 
zero, based upon evidence 
from available scientific da- 
ta and findings of the ongo- 
ing investigation, the risk 
can be said to be so low as to 
constitute no basis for public 
health concern.” Dr. John 
Middaugh said. 

No additional steps need 
to be taken so long as hunt- 
ers follow common-sense .’ 
rules and pass up sick water- 
fowl or waterfowl found 
dead, Middaugh said. 

Hunting has been banned 
in the area. 

ANCHORRGF, IMU NEWS 
Dtle 30s ?f 
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Army surveys bird deaths 
ANCHORAGE-U.S. Army scientists are 

trying to determine the scope of white phosper- 
ous contamination on a firing range at Fort 
Richardson in efforts to reduce the number of 
waterfowl being killed in the area. 
L The Army announced in February that 
white phosporous from artillery shells has killed 
thousands of birds, primarily ducks, in the 
Eagle River Flats about 12 miles east of 
Anchorage. 

The Army has spent about $1.75 million on 
the study since 1989 to determine the cause of the 
bird deaths and to reduce the exposure of other 
birds to the chemical, officials said. 

In a recent letter to the U.S. Fish and Wild- 
life Service, State Epidemiologist John Mid- 
daugh said consumption of waterfowl taken in 
the Anchorage area poses low health risks. 

A hunter would have to eat 3,333 teal before 
absorbing a fatal dose of white phosphorous, his 
letter said. 

“While the risk of adverse health effects 
from potential exposure to elemental phosphor- 
ous in waterfowl cannot be said to be zero. based 
upon evidence from available scientific data 
and findings of the ongoing investigation, the 
risk can be said to be so low as to constitute no 
basis for public health concern,” Middaugh said 
jn his letter. 

“Usual, common sense precautions by duck 
hunters are sufficient to assure safety for hun- 
ters and their families. Hunting was and is ban- 
ned at ERF (Eagle River Flats) _ Hunters should 
not consume sick waterfowl.or waterfowl found 
dead,” he said. 
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Phosphorous-tainted duclw pme 
low health risk on dinner table 

By NANCY PRICE 
TIMES WRITER 

Nearly 300 duck gizards were taken from upper 
Cook Inlet hunters earlier this month for analysis 
by U.S. Army scientists, who are trying to deter- 
mine whether the waterfowl were contaminat4. by 
white phosphorous at Fort Richardson’s Eagle 
River Flats. 

The Army announced ln February that white 
phosphorous from artillery shells has killed thou- 
sands of birds, primarily ducks, at the flats since 
1981. The Army used the area, located at the mouth 
of the Eagle River on Knik Arm about four miles 
west of the Glenn Highway, as an artillery range 
until 1990. 

Consumption of waterfowl taken in the Anchor- 
age area poses low health risks, state, epidemiolc+ 
gist John Middaugh said in a recent letter to the 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. The gitzards were 
collected by state and federal officials. 

Middaugh was out of town and could not be 
reached for comment Thursday. 

. A hunter would have to eat 3.333 teals to absorb 
a fatal dose of white phosphorous, Mlddaugh’s let- 
ter said 

WhiIe the risk of adverse health effsts from 
potential exposure to elemental phosphorus in 
waterfowl cannot be said to be zero, based upon 
evidence from available scientific data and fmd- 
ings of the ongoing investigation, the risk can be 
said to be so low as to constitute no basis for public 
health concern,‘* the letter said. 

“Usual, common sense precautions by duck 
hunters are sufficient to assure safety for hunters 

and their families. Hunting was and Is banned at 
ERF (Eagle River Flats). Hunters should not con- 
sume sick waterfowl or waterfowl found dead,” the 
letter said. 

Army wildlife biologists have conducted 13 heli- 
copter surveys of the flats and adjacent wetlands 
since May - the last survey was earlier this week 
- and found evidence of new bird kills in the flats 

: but not in off-past locations, post spokesman Chuck 
Canterbury said 

Biologists also paddled canoes around lakes at 
Fort Richardson this summer and found a dead 
grebe on Clunie Lake about two miles east of the 
flats. Tissue samples indicated white phosphorous 
was present. 

Scientists from the Army’s Cold Regions Re- 
search and Engineering Iaboratory in New Hamp- 
shire are trying to determine how to remove, neu- 
tralize or cover the toxic materials. 

After taking more than 700 sediment samples in 
the flats during the past 16 months, scientists deter- 
mined that white phosphorous pellets were concen- 
trated in “hot spots.” 

Surveys showed the chemical is concentrated 
mostly on low, wet ground, Canterbury said. 

“If a shell hit ground that was high and dry, the 
phosphorous would hit and bum,” he said. “But if it 
went into a pond or swamp, It was extinguished,” 
he said. “That’s why the pond areas tend to accu- 
mulate more.” 

The Army has spent about $1.75 million, in&d- . 
ing $~C@XHI this year, to determine the cause of the 
bird deaths and to decrease exposure of other birds 
to the chemical, Canterbury said. 

/??tqC1-10RiiGE ‘I-IME 
Date s-7 8j9/ -m. 
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_ Aktiypinpoikts chemicd hot spots 
U.S. Army olticials at Fort 

Richardson announced 
preliminary findings Wednesday 
of testing done on more than 700 
sediment samples taken from the 
Eagle River Flats this summer. 
Earlier research done by ,“;tnz 
scientists indicated 
phosphorus from artillery rounds 
fired into the Flats was respon- 
sible for the high rate of water- 
fowl deaths in the area. 

The soil tests have revealed 
that there arc “hot spots” where 

white phosphorus pellets are con- 
centrated and where birds die in 
larger numbers. These areas are 
confined to low wet ground, 
researchers from the U.S. Army 
Cold Regions Research and 
Engineering (CRREL) Labora- 
tory say. The researchers are 
continuing to focus their concern 
on defining the scope of the 
white phosphorus contamination 
and preventing or lessening 
exposure of other birds to the 
chemical. 

In conjunction with the soil 
testing, researchers from Dart- 
mouth College Medical School 
observed waterfowl mortality, 
predation of sick and dead 
waterfowl by other animals and 
collected tissue samples for lab 
anaylsis. At the Dartmouth lab, 
studies on domestic ducks 
exposed to white phosphorus are 
proceeding, Army officials 
report. 
phorus 

Because white phos- 
is not a naturally occur- 

(See Bird Deaths, Page 9) 

-Bird deaths confined to Flats’ 
study findings indicate so far 

(Continued from Page 1) 
ring substance, little has been 
documented or is known about 
its effects on birds. 

CRREL personnel have also 
begun formulating studies of 
ways to remove, neutralize or 
cover the toxic material. 

Since May, Army wildlife 
biologists have conducted 13 
helicopter surveys of the Flats 
and wetlands adjacent to the 
post, looking for indications of 
sick or dead birds. Although no 
carcasses or dying birds were 
found in off-post areas, includ- 
ing Goose Bay and Fire Creek 
just north of the post, waterfowl 
mortality still occurs on the Eagle 
River Flats. 

Additionally, the biologists 
have intensively searched the 
Flats for any evidence of 
predator deaths. So far, the car- 
cass of one juvenile bald eagle 
has been found. Herring gulls, 
ravens and eagles are the primary 
predators on the Flats. 

Systematic searches of lakes 
.on Fort Richardson have also 
been conducted via canoe. One 
dead bird, tentatively identified 
as a grebe. was found at Clunie 
Lake, about two miles east of the 
Flats. Tissue samples from the 
bird had white phosphorus in 
them. The only other bird ever 
found to contain white 
phosphorus outside the Flats was 
a mallard hen discovered in 1988 
at Gwen Lake, also on the 
military installation. 

Several herring gull eggs from 
the Flats were found to contain 
white phosphorus. However, 
those eggs left in that nest 
hatched successfully. Research- 
ers have not drawn any conclu- 

sions from this finding. 
In recognition of the possibil- 

ity that birds visiting or raised on 
the Flats can fly to nearby 
wetlands, the task force conduct- 
ing the study of the area con- 
tacted the Alaska Department of 
Health and Social Services for an 
opinion regarding health risks 
associated with eating those 
birds. 

Following a review of the 
investigation findings, Dr. John 
Middaugh, state epidemiologist, 
concluded that the risk from 
eating affected birds can’t be said 
to not exist. Nonetheless, the risk 
can be said to be so low as to 
constitute no basis for public 
health concern. 

Common sense should rule, 
Middaugh said. Hunting at the 
Flats is banned. Moreover, 
hunters shouldn’t eat sick water- 
fowl or those found dead. 

As part of the continuing 
study of this aspect of the deaths, 
state and federal Gldlife officials 
have collected nearly 300 duck 
gizzards from upper Cook Inlet 
waterfowl hunters. The gizzards 
will be ‘analyzed by CRREL 
scientists for levels of white 
phosphorus and lead. 
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APVR-RM-BP 
21 May 1991 

Information Paper 

SUBJECT: cost Analysis for Firing options in the Eagle River 
Flats (ERFs) 

2. cost analysis of the various Firing options are provided 
below. These Cost Estimates reflect only those relocation costs 
that wtll occur while the Units are travelling To and From Ft 
dainwrlght/Ft Greely to perform Artillery or Mortar Firing. It F does not +nFlude other costs associated with the performance of 
these Tralnlng Exercises. All costs are in FY91 dallars. 

2, Wo Firing" option. 4/11 FA PCS to Fort Greedy. The cost a!sociated with the relocation will be approximately $21.6 
Mllllon with a recurring annual cost of $1.4 Million.- 
Includes the relocation of 418 Soldiers from 4/11 FA 35 
Soldiers from DISCOM, the hiring of 21 additional Ci&ilian 
employees to invlude the purchase of equipment/supplies and the cost of Renovatzon/ Construction Projects at Fort Greel; that 
are necessary if the "No Firingtl option is approved. 

Funding Appropriations Recurrins 
military Personnel, Army Annually- 
Operation & Maintenance, Army 
other Procurement, Amy 

$1,400,000 
Army Family Housinq 
Mllltary Construction, Army 

5,200,000 
10,200,000 

$21,610,000 

3. 1ST Brigade transportation NOR to conduct for one (1) Mortar 
Firing Training Exercise. Listed below are the estimated costs 
associated with this Training Event: 

Vehicle Operation (CLII,III & IX): 
4$ PAX Bus (1 each): 
Silverside (1 each): x 

Total 

$104,000 
5,000 
4,000 

"$113,000 
* This training must be conducted four (4) times a year (once+a 
Quarter) in accordance with the Division Training Guidance and 
DIV REG 350-13 "Weapons Qualification". 
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cont'd (21 May 1991) 
Subject: cost Analysis for Firing Options in the Eagle River - 

Flats (ERFs) 

4. "Winter Firing" option. 
for 14 days in July. 

4/11 FA performs Artillery Firing 
Listed below are the estimated costs 

associated with this Training Event: 

Vehicle Operation (CLII, III, & IX) : 
Vehicle and Equipment Line Haul (48 Trailers): 

$67,000 

44 PAX Buses (8 each): 
99,000 

Silverside (2 each): 
10,000 

2,000 

Total $178,000 

5. "Winter Firing" option, assuming 1st: Brigade does not 
require summer Mortar Training, performs one (1) Mortar Training 
NOR during the Winter Months will be appraximately $28,250- 

GkExek 
Program Analyst/863-8123 
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APPENDIX F 

VEGETATION ZONES AND PLANT COMMUNITIES, 

EAGLE RIVER FLATS, ALASKA 
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Vegetation Zones and Plant Communities found in the Eagle River 
Flats by the Cold Regions Research and Engineering 

Laboratory Research Team in 1990 

Outer Mudflats (Adjacent to Knik Arm): 

Bare or sparsely vegekated by alkali grass (Puccinellia sp) or 
occasional annual species such as Salicornia eurosea or 
Atrislex alaskensis. 

Salinity in this zone: 15-25 parts per thousand (ppt) 

Raised Levees along Banks of Eagle River and other large 
Distributaries: 

These well drained soils are occupied by Elmus sp., commonly 
called Beacg Grass. 

Inner Mudflats: 

Vegetation includes alkali grass, annual herbs, Triglochin 
maritimum and Plantaso maritima. 

Salinity: 12 to 20 ppt in standing water 

Waterfowl use: Geese graze in this zone 

Inner Sedge Marsh: 

Vegetation is dominmated by the sedge Carex lvnsbvei which 
grows to over 3 feet in height. 

Salinity: 2-9 ppt 

Waterfowl Use: New shoots of this sedge grow in the Fall 
and are consumed by migrating waterfowl 
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APPENDIX G 

WATERBIRD SURVEY/REPORT, 

U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 
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Waterbird Utilization of Eagle River Flats 
-April-pctober 1990 

Words: 

William Dean Eldzidge 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 

, 1011 E. Tudor Road 
Anchorage, Alaska 

Eagle River 
waterbirds, 

Flats, Cook 
migration 

I+=t, aerial sumey, ducks, geese, swans, 

December 9, 1990 
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Introduction 

The U.S. Fish and wildlife Service (Service) has conducted seasonal aerial 
waterfowl surveys of Eagle River Flats (ERF) frO!ti 1988 through 1990 as part of 
the ongoing waterfowl-mortality studies on EFS. The purposer history and status 
of this investigation have been presented elsewhere (Tweeten 1909, ESE 1990) and 
will not be repeated here. The objective of the 1990 effort was to monitor 
waterbird utilization of ERF during spring, suxnner and fall. 

Study Uea 

Eagle Rivet Flats is a salt marsh complex comprising 2,500 acres located along 
the southern side of upper Cook Inlet, 
(Figure 1). 

approximately 10 km east of Anchorage 

1990). 
A detailed description of the area is presented-elsewhere (ESE 

Methods 

Aerial surveys of the study area were flown by the Service and Bill Quirk of the 
U.S. kmy from April through October, 1990. Surveys were floun using fixed-wing 
aircraft at an airspeed of approximately 70-90 mph and at an altitude of 150 to 
300 feet. Parallel transects were flown at intervals which permitted total 
coverage of ERF. Numbers of waterbirds were counted or esthted and recorded 
by species or species broup with a cassette tape recorder. 
conditions were also noted. 

Tide, snow and ice 
When bald eagles were present, a perimeter survey 

of the treeline was flown to count perched eagles. 
office. 

Tapes were transcribed in the 

No attempt was made to stratify ERF by habitat type or classify bird utilization 
by habitat type. However, the ERF study area has traditionally been divided into 
four zones: areas A, B, C, and D (Figure 1) (Tweeten 1989, ESE 1990) Boundaries 
of these zones were expanded for aerial surveys, as indicated in Figure 
observations of birds were recorded by area for the majority of surveys. 

1, and 

Results 

Moisture Conditions. Although a record amount of znow fell in the upper Cook 
Inlet region during the winter and spring of 1909/90, timing of breakup in the 
Inlet appeared about average if not somewhat early. The speed and pattern of 
breakup may have beeninfluencedby volcanic dust deposits from several eruptions 
of Mt. Redoubt over the winter, particularly in the lower Inlet (Hupp 1990). 

Ice and snow covered 85% of ERP on 13 Aphl, the date of the first 
Approximately 30% of Eagle River was open from the mouth, 

aerial sumey. 

present were observed along the coast. 
and the few birds 

Snow melt proceeded rapidly, to 50% by 
17 April, 30% by 20 April, and by 23 April the west aide (Area A) was completely 
open and meltwater covered ice on ponds in other areas. 
had been flooded and opened by high tides. 

By 26 April most of ERE 
The summer was very ciq, and much of 

Area A dried up and significant portions of Areas 
and heavy September rains re-flooded moat of ERF. 

C and D lost nater. High tides 
A cold snap in early October 

resulted in the formation of skim ice over all ponds on 2-3 October, 
swan3 were able to keep enough water open to permit feeding. 

however, 

reopen ERF by 5 October. 
High tides helped 

freezing and by 15 
Ponds remained open until 11 October when they began 

October most of ERF was frozen again. Warrrar weather and the 
open river provided limited habitat for low numbers of waterbirds until late 
October. 
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Aerial Surveys. The Service flew 25 aerial 3Urvey3 Of E?.F between 13 April and 
23 octmer, 1990. In additi=n, 
fall znigration. 

Bill Quirk of the U.S. ALTRY flew 8 surveys during 
Helicopter mortality surveys al30 provided 30r-e data on live 

bird abundance, however, results are not dxectly comparable to the fixed-wing 
surveys. 

Results of the 1990 aerial surveys are presented in.Table 1 and Figures 2-4. 
Data from aerial suEvey8 flown by the Service in 1988 and 1989 are presented in 
Figure 4 to demonstrate annual variation in number3 of major waterfowl group3 
utilizing ERF. 

Migration Phenoloqv Generally, spring breakup progresses from east to west in 
upper cook Inlet (Butler and Gill 1987, EUPP 1990). Therefore the salt marshes 
of the weStern Inlet, 
arriving migrants, 

including ERF, provide the first open habitat to early 
generally by early to mid April. Moat migrants or local 

nesters di3perse to nesting grounds by mid to late May, and-numbers of waterbir,ds 
on coastal rtmrshes, excluding nesters, are relatively low. By mid to late July, 
migrants and locally produced young return to coastal marshes where migrating 
populations of various species increase and decline until the salt marshes 
freeze, generally by mid-October in upper Cook Inlet but occasionally extending 
into November. A brief description of migration and peak numbers of major 
waterbird species follow3: . 

Sm. Both tundra (Cvsnus columbianua) and trurqeter (s. buccinator) 
swan3 u3e upper Cook Inlet and its salt marshes, including ERF, as a ataglng area 
duringmigrationthroughthe Matanuska Valley., During spring, utilization of ERP 
is relatively low compared to fall, and swans generally do not arrive until late 
April. Suans are found only in small numbers by late May and do not neat on ERF. 
BY late August or early September Swans reappear on ERF and numbers increase 
gradually, peaking during the first 10 days of October (Figure 4). up to 1500 
swans were counted on ERF in ground or aerial surveys in 1908 and 1990. Annual 
variation3 in weather patterns and freeze-up are important factors determining 
the nux&ers of swans utilizing ERF and Cook Inlet. 

Glass, Three species of geese regularly use ERF, Canada geese (Branta 
canadensis), greater white-fronted geese (Maer albifrons) and snow geese (Chen 
caeruleacens ,) (Loranger and Eldridge 1986, Nysewander et al. 1986, Butlerand . 
Gill 1987). of the three, Canada geese are most cormnon throughout c,he Season and 
may breed on ERF. snow geese occur in significant numbers only duzing spring 
migration, and white-frontedgeese occur occasionally in smallnuzhera throughout 
the season, but generally depart the area by late Septerr3er. Canada geese are 
often among the first migrants to upper Cook Inlet, occasionally arriving in late 
March but generally not until the first week in April. -Except for breeders, they 
generally depart the region by the first week in Kay. In fall, Canada goose . 
numbers build gradually on ERF in early August then rapidly to a peak of 2000 - 

/ 3000 from mid to late September. 
first week of October (Figure 4). 

An=abrupt decline usually occurs during the 

Duckn. A variety of duck species, primarily dabblers, utilized ERF during 
the season (Table I). Annual variation3 in population sizes of variou3 species, 
as well as weather patterns , affect the nmbers of ducks that utilLze ERF. More 
ducks were recorded during fall, 1990 than previous years but fewer were recorded 
in spring than in 1988. The most common species in 1990 were also the most 
conunon recorded in previous surveys (Tweeten 1989, ESE 1990). 
mallard3 (Anas platvfhvnchos), 

These include 

(A. americana), green-winged 
northern pintails (&. 
teal (A. 

acuta), American wigeon 
mecca) and northern shoveler 

(A. clvaeata). Mallards and northern pintails were the most abcztiant duck 
species recorded in 1990. 

The tin&g of sprtng and fall migration varies with species depicted ir: Eiwre 3, 
where nr.kers of three common duck species recorded on 199O*aerFal s.,xveys are 

2 
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plotted. Northern pintaila are generally among the first migrant3 to upper Cook 
Inlet, including ERF, arriving as zoon as open water and feed is available, 
usually in early April. Other speciez of ducks quickly follow and spring numbers 
generally peak by mid-May as migrants disperse to breed. 'Sellers (1979) 
discuszez nezring habitat and bird abundance in Cook Inlet refuges, similar to 
ERF. -Nu.&erz are generally 10-w on ERF through breeding andmolting, but increase 
rapidly beginning in early August. NOrtheM pintaila are the earliest migrants 
south, and generally depart the area by late September. Az northern pintailz are 
leaving, mallardz begin staging with peak number8 occurring in late September 
through mid October. Generally mallards are the last migrants to leave EBF, 
often rwining wtil freeze-up forces their departure. 
duck apeciez depart the area in late September. 

The majority of other 

Bald ElgZ88. Generally bald eagles (Haleateetus leucoceohaluz) are more 
co-n in spring than in fall although 27 were observed on a 14 October, 1990 
survey (Table 1). Bald eagles prey on waterfowl in ERF, therefore, the abundance 
of eagles closely parallels the migration of waterfowl. In spring eagles appear 
in mid April, remain until mid May, and then depart for nesting areas. 
appear F- lower numbers in late August. 

They 
In addition to providing a readily 

available food source of sick or dying waterfowl, ERF also provides ideal habitat 
for eagles with the nearby bluffs and trees. fn spring, there are more bald 
eagles per mile of treefine in ERF than in any other bay in upper Cook Wet 
(Butler, perz. corm). 

Shorebirda. Other than the combined species of greater and lesser 
yellowlegs (Trinca zp.) it iz difficult to identify shorebirds to species from 
the air, partmly in winter plumage. Therefore all shorebirds were combined, 
which does not demonstrate the difference in thing of migration of variouz 
species or identify important species to ERF. However, it is clear that during 
June and July several thousands of shorebirds utilize ERF and that it is an 
isrportant staging area , particularly for fall migrants. Common species to ERF 
probably include least (Calidria minutilla), semipalmated (g. puzilla), western 
sandpipers (C. Fauri), and dowitchers (Limnodromus zpp.) in addition to 
yellowlegs (GZl,c comm.) l 

to identify species, 
Ground counts would be needed to quantify use and 

GuLb and Tarns. Gull species were combined for aerial zurveyz, hovever, 
mew gulls (Larva canus), glaucaus-winged gulls (2. -- q laucescens) andHerringgullz 
(h. aruentatus) were most common. 
in Area D. 

A small colony of nesting mew gulls is located 
Nesters arrived by late April and migrants peaked in early &May. 

Gulls were common through summer, but were rarely observed after late September. 
Arctic terns (Sterna paradizaea) and possibly the less common Aleutian tern 
(S. aleutica), which can not be distinguished from the air, were late migrants, 
arriving near 1 May, 
coastal marshea. 

with peak numbers recorded in late June, when they depart 

Spatial Utilization of mule River Elats bv Waterbirds. Although general in 
nature, tne objective of classifying numbers of birds by Areas A, B, C and D on 
ERF was to relate bird numbers to the four areas so that they might be compared 
to ongoing and previous studies regarding mortality on ERF (TWeeten 1989, ESE 
1990). Results of this classification are prr3ented in Table 2. 

Habitat use by waterbirdz on ERF, with the exceptions of geese and cranes, is 
directly related to the amount and type of water resources available. A series 
of permanent or semi-permanent ponds in EFtF as well as the Cook Inlet coastline 
and Eagle River itself provide a variety of habitat. 

Swans used the d-iezt moat shallow area, 
(Table 2) . 

Area A, the least in spring and fall 
kea D appeared to be preferred by swan8 in fall. 

Geese utilized Area A more than elsewhere both in spring and fall (Table 2). 

3 
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Since Canada geese are pri-arily dry land grazers, preference for drier habitat 
is understandable. 0baerva:lsns of flocks were usually along the banks of Eagle 
River or the coastline neaz the mouth, generally the driest locations on ERF. 

Ducks in general were most cc-n on Areas A (well flooded) and C in the spring, 
Area D in the 9-r (Area A was essentially dry in summer), but evenly 
distributed in the fall when rains and tides had re-flooded most of ERF. Some 
species specific differences were apparent in fall (Table 2). Green-yinged teal 
were most comuon in Area A, mallards and northern pintails were 
&stributed,- and American wigeon were most comnon in Area D. 

evenly 

Discussion 

Concern over the mortality of waterbirda on ERF has often led to the question: 
"Bow many birds utilize EBF that could potentially be exposed to the contaminant 
causing mortality?" The numbers of bird3 that die on the area or leave and die 
elsewhere after contamination is related to the numbers that use the area. 
Through aerial and ground surreys we have attempted to address this question, 
However, there are several factors that complicate the determination of the 
numbers of birds utilizing EIlF. These include: 1) natural annual variation due 
to changes in weather and habitat conditions and population fluctuations, 2) 
daily fluctuations in migrattiq bird populations that make it difficult to count 
birds at peak abundance 3) difficulty in detecting all birds due to visibility 
problems and 4) daily turnover or "roll-through" of the birds on ERF (are the 10 
mallards we observed today the same 10 we observed yesterday or replacements?). 

The annual variation in numbers of birda utilizing BBS' is evident in the three 
years of aerial surveys as well as various ground counts. Swan numbers in the 
fall have varied considerably, as have geese numbers throughout the season. 
Butler and Gill (1987) counted over 100,000 geese in upper Cook Inlet in the 
spring of 1985, but only 51,300 in 1986. Similar variations can be expected on 
EFiF for most species. Therefore, a determination of peak numbers must be baaed 
on counts conducted over several yeara, rather than any one. 

Daily fluctuations in birdntPbers on ERF, whether from natural movements orman- 
made disturbances, are significant. 
during October, 

An examination of data presented in Table 1 
where counts were conducted on nearly a daily basis for short 

periods, illustrates this point. Counts can also vary dramatically on the same 
day, depending on tide condL:ioas, feeding activity and disturbances. The only 
way to assure that peak numbers of birds have been counted for a particular t&e 
period, such as fallmigrariz-?, is to conduct numerous surveys. Although the 33 
surveys conducted in 1990 were considerably more than previous yeara, we can 
still not assure that peak n*&ers were counted for any species. 

The numbers of bird3 observed 
considered mInimum counta. 

that are presented in this report can only be 
It is well recognized that aerial surveys for most 

species of birds (except swans) resresent only a fraction of those that are 
actually present due to various visibility factors. These factors include 
weather conditions, type and speed of aircraft, observer capability, size of 
bird, flock size, habitat type, and season. 
mallard3 i3 much easier to ace F3 spring, 

For example, a group of 100 drake 

and vegetation cover is lou, 
when they are in full breeding plumage 

than two or three drakes molting together in late 
summer when they are in eclipse (brown) plumage and the vegetation is tall. 
However; it is more difficult to obtain an accurate count of large flock sizes 
(they are generally underestimated) than small ones. 

TO determine how many bird3 are present but not counted by the aerial survey 
generally requires a ground count (or photograph) that is conducted at or near 
the same time as the aerial survey. 
feasible on ERF. 

For a variety of reasons this was not 

indices, 
We can utilize ground/air ratios, referred to as visibility 

from other, similar areas to estimate what actual numbers might approach 

4 
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on ERF, assuming that the visibility indices are appropriate. Unfortunately, 
most visibility indices were established for spring breeding pairs on large 
areas, which likely makes birds more diffi cult to see than the flocks that 
usually occur on ERF. However, based on other studies (Conant et al. 1989) and 
previous experience, I have adjusted published visibility indices 30 that they 

may better reflect COnditiOnS on Em. It should be clearly understood that this 
is only an approxtition to demonstrate the fact that aerial counts are not 
actual counts, and that actual visibility indices could only be determined from 
ground work on ERF. Peak count3 of various species or species groups from an 
aerial sumey conducted on 28 September 1990 with estimated visibility indices 
are presented in Table 3. 

Regardless of peak numbers Of birds , we have no useful method for determining the 
n&era of total birds of any species that move through ERF during the year or 
any season. Without marking birds, it is impossible to determine how many 
individuals remain on ERF fromday to day of how many are replaced. Peak number3 
recorded on aerial Or ground 3urveYSr whether expanded with visibility indices 
or not, will not approximate the actual total number of birds that utilize the 
area. It is clear that ERF is an important staging area for various species 
during spring and fall, particularly considering its relatively small size 

compared to other Cook Inlet marshes. Cessation of shelling by the U.S. Army and 
the termination of sport hunting on ERF will likely contribute to increased use 
of the area by waterbirda over time. The implications Of increased bird 
utilization and potential for proportional increased mortality should be 
evaluated. 

Habitat utilization on ERF by waterbirda depends largely on the availability and 
quantity/quality of water present. However, some species specific preference for 
certain areas may occur which may influence management decisions on ERF. 
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Table 1. Htiers of bir& by spaciss and/or species group observed during maria1 surveys of Eagle IUvar Flats in 1990 (not corrected for visibility 
factors. 

4/13 4/20 4/23 4126 s/3 510 5/13 5/24 S/30 6122 6129 ‘l/16 7124 7f30 8/T 

Swans (Cvqms sp.) 14 8 11 3 1 5 

Gee30 
treater White-fronted Goose (w albffrons) 

Snow Goose (m caerule~ccnr) 600 
Canada Goose (Branta canadensis} 42 380 249 : 17 25 100 152 

Subtot Geese 42 380 32s 863 a 11 3 1 4 17 25 100 152 

Ducka 
Green-winged Teal (Anas crecca) h 10 48 220 130 32 
tlallard (Anas latyrhyncr 

7 20 20 100 2 
p 

-J Northern mail (Anas acuta) 
180 

:: 228 :: 
27 

319 
32 

91 
11 

37” 
60 334 

2I (6: 
2 32 3 45 56 551 

Northern Shoveler {AnaJ clyp eata) 4 4 
American Wigeon (fiz smnricana) 5 5 57 09 42 50 116 110 I so 40 14 
Canvaaback (Rythya valmneria) 
Rodhead (Aythya amricana) 
Greater Scaup (Avthya mrila) 
Goldeneye (Huccphala up,) 2 
Bufflchead (Iluccphala aIbonla) --- --- 
Merganser (Hr~rquJ x.) 

Subtotal Duck3 5 iO8 423 262 440 130 124 95 251 144 28 202 266 907 

Pther 
Uald Eagle (Haliaectus laucocephalus) 
Sandhill Crane 1u canadenais) 
Shorebird sp. 
Gull (Lams SC.) _I- 
Arctic rem (ArctIc &ml -I_ 
Cullullon Ravell tcnrvuq -2) 

18 
i: 

20 1 
2 2 2 2 2 
1 2 24 143 52 102 439 1026 99s 531 925 

2 40 171 163 i: 40 70 fi 25 3 20 9 
25 10 17 

1 



Table 1. COXILilIUML 

e/13 e/25 915 916. 9111 9/1S’ 9/17 9124 9/20 g/29* 10/3* lo/4 1015’ 10/B’ 1019 lo/11 

Swans (Cvsnus SC.) 1 60 13 60 123 243 561 500 1460 650 620 269 i2s 4e 

m 
Greater White-fronted Goose (Ilnsar albifrans) 25 
Snow Goose (Ghan caerulesccnJ) 

50 

Canada Goose(8ranta canadensis) 135 300 412 355 2450 1040 815 425 180 930 360 720 240 1000 100 

Subtotal Geese 160 350 412 2250 355 2450 1040 815 425 180 930 360 720 240 1000 100 

Ducks 
Green-winged Teal (Anas crecca) latvrhvnchos) 2 30 27 
Hallard IAnas p 

220 136 200 

Northern Pintail (Anaa acuta) 
200 250 127 20 309 112 295 609 1366 17s 

772 

Northern Shoveler (Anas-+eata) 
‘. 

767 800 i74 1500 
732 

4:: 
790 407 ST1 30 300 

m 30 42 
American Wigeon (m amoclcana) 

:x 167 02 5 50 4: 

Canvaaback lhvthva valiaineria) 
Redhead (Avthva amcricaoa) 
Greater Scaup (Avthva marilaj 
Goldeneye (O~cephala z. 1 
Dufflehead (Oucephala albcola) 
tlcrganser (Marmls s)- 

Subtotal Ducks 905 1100 9x9 1403 969 1470 1528 1050 2355 1130 1515 1122 1120 1060 2100 561 

Other -- 
Ilald Eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus) Sandhill Crane (m canadensis) 

Shorcbird sp, 
Gull (Larus SE.) 
Arctic Tern (Arctic tern) 
Comon Raven (Corvuscorar) 

2. 2 2 4 6 18 1 7 
4 52 16 10 
2 20 6 

12 10 140 

, 

N 
. . . 

.., 1 lyp,‘+. ,l:,$clt*:&.l:‘, 1 . ..I I .I,, it”..‘. ,.,I...>-; ,.! .I 11. .., . . 
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Table 1. Continued. 

10/14* io/15 10/20* IO/23 

swans (CYwlVS SP.) 96 55 3 

-Gate= Hhits-fronted Goose (m albifrona) 
Snow Goose (Chen CnanlicsCend) 
Canada Goose-anta canadensip) 

Subtotal Gee~a 

Ducks 
Green-winged Teal (Anas crecca) 100 
Mallard (Anas platvrhvnchop) es0 12 34 
Northern mail {Anas scuta) h 

a 
Horthern Shoveler (Rnasxeate) 
American Higeon {AnEmcricana) 
Canvajback (&vthyaGlialnerrc 
Redhead (AythVa americana) 
Greater Scaup {Avthva mari)a) 
Goldeneye (Bucephala x.) 1 
Bvfflohead (Bucephala albcola) 
Hergarrser IMerws 3e.) 

Subtotal Ducks 1218 950 12 38 

Other 
Bald Eagle (Haliaeetu3 leucocephalus) 
San&ill Crane (~;rus canndcnsis) 

27 16 a 

Shorebird up. 
Gull (Larus 3e.l 
Arctic Tern [Arctic tern) 
common Raven (Corwa corsx) -- 40 , 

+ Conducted by Bill Quirk, U.S. Army 



Table 2. Percent of total observations* recorded in areas A, B, C, D of Eagle River Flats (Fig. 1) during 
spring, Summer and fall for major waterfowl groups and species. 

Sprinq Summer Fall 

A B C D (n) A B C D (n) A B C D InI 

Swans 12 30 35 23 (42) 0' 0 0 0 19 17 21 43 (4,560) 

Geese 51 0 0 49 (1,220) 0 0 0 100 (1171 48 11 23 10 (3,717) 

Ducks 35 13 43 9 (1,1001 5 3 46 45 (733) 28 24 24 25 (13,974) 

Green-winged teal 54 13 14 19 12,235) 

Mallard 25 24 25 26 (6,600) 

Northern pintail 25 34 22 18 (3,513) 

American wigeon h 5 10 36 49 (1,350) 
w 
0 

* Represents only observations classified by area 
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Table 3. number of waterfowl observed on Eaole River Flats on September 28, 
1990, expanded by estimated visibility factors. 

Species 
Observed 
, Total 

Visibility 
Index(*) 

Expanded 
Total ~ 

Swans 561 1.0 (1.0) 561 
Canada Geese 

Ducks 

465 1.3 (2.7) 553 

Green-winged Teal 175 4.5 (12.7) 787 .- 

Mallard 1,366 2.0 (4.21 2,732 
Northern Pintail 571 2.5 (3.7) 1,427 

Northern Shoveler 82 2.5 (4.41 '205 
American Wigeon 141 2.5 (5.9) 353 

3,321 5,504 

l Actual visibility indices calculated for waterfowl breeding population surveys 
on the Yukon Delta, Alaska. 
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Figure 2. The numbers of swans, geese, and ducks observed on Eagle River 
Flats during aerial surveys conducted in 1990. 
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APPENDIX H 

ARTILLERY TEST FIRING IN RELATIONSHIP TO PROTECTION 

OF THE UNDERLYING SEDIMENTS IN THE EAGLE RIVER FLATS 
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ARTILLERY TEST FIRING IN THE EAGLE RIVER FLATS 

1. There exists a continuing need to conduct artillery and mortar 
training in the Eagle River Flats Impact Area on Fort Richardson. 
Since the cause of the waterfowl mortality in the Eagle River Flats 
has been identified, ways to conduct firing into the flats without 
exacerbating the /:urrent white phosphorus (WP) problem must be 
determined. Winter only firing has been proposed as a solution to 
the problem. The seasonally frozen ground and the ice layer which 
forms over the flats during winter may provide protection for the ' 
buried WP particles and prevent them from being disturbed and 
redistributed. To test this hypothesis, Cold Regions Research and 
Engineering Laboratory (CRREL) conducted a series of live-fire 
tests in the Eagle River Flats with 105mm howitzers and 6Omm and 
Slmm mortars in March 1991. Preliminary results of this research 
showed that disturbance to soil sediments below a 1 to 2 foot ice 
layer over the flats was minimal when point detonated (exploding on 
contact) fuse rounds were employed (CRREL Report Attached). The 
howitzers created 8-10 foot diameter craters in the ice with only 
one round penetrating the ice and exposing the soil sediments below 
(virtually all frozen soil sediments remained undisturbed). Effect 
from the mortars was even less severe, 
with slight depressions in the center. 

creating shallow craters 
Additional research will be 

needed in the early winter to determine ice formation rates and 
thicknesses. 

2. CRREL has conducted further testing of the impacts of artillery 
firing into WP contaminated sediments in summer 1991. CRREL used a 
six (6) pound explosive charge (similar to the charge in a 105mm 
howitzer) placed 1Ocm deep in sediments of a shallow pond where WP 
is known to be present. 
over the water surface. 

Plastic sheets to catch ejecta were placed 
Sampling and testing of sediments for WP 

in the vicinity of the buried charge were conducted prior to 
detonation. Following the explosion, the material displaced and 
collected on the plastic sheets was analyzed for WP. Preliminary 
results show that the concentrations of WP in the displaced 
material was on the order of several times the magnitude of the 
initial sampled sediment material. The explosive charge also 
exposed WP along the crater walls in larger concentrations than 
were detected in the initial sediment samples. 
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3. The results of the March 1991 live-fire test clearly showed 
that seasonally frozen ground and an ice layer can provide 
protection for the buried WP particles in the frozen sediments in 
the Eagle River Flats. The simulated test firing in summer 1991 
strongly indicated that firing munition rounds into the Eagle River 
Flats without some type of sediment protection would cause further 
contamination of soil and water with WP. The exploding rounds will 
expose and redistribute buried WP particles on the soil surface and 
in the ponds. 
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ERF Artillery Test S/8/91 2 

ARTILLERY TEST FIRNG INTO EAGLE RIVER FLATS 

DURING THE WINTER 

INTRODUCTION 

The Eagle River Flats @RF) is an estuarine salt marsh in upper ,Cook 

Inlet on Fort Richardson. The2500-acre salt marsh has been used as an U.S. 

Army artillery impact range into which artillery shells, mortars, rockets and 

illumination flares have been fired over the past 40 years- Hundreds of 

waterfowl have been found dead annually during fall and spring migrations 

for the past 10 years in Eagle River Flats. The cause of this unusual mortality 

has remained a mystery despite numerous investigations over the past five 

years by federal and state agencies. Analysis of waterfow1 carcasses recovered 

from Eagle River Flats by various wildlife laboratories ruled out avian 

diseases and lead Foisoning, and analysis of sediment and water samples did 

not show significant levels of any poisonous compounds or heavy metals. A 

report by USATHFLMA (ESE 1989) concluded that chemicals from explosive 

ordnance were a probable cause of waterfowl mortality in ERF. Because of the 

conclusions stated in the ESE report, firing into the impact area was 

suspended by the Commanding General in February 1990. Despite closure, 

large numbers of svaterfowl continued to. die during the 1990 spring and fall 

migrations. 

Because of CXREL’s expe rtise in che,mical analvses for nlunition a 

residues in soil and water and CRREL’s expertise in Alaskan wetlands 

ecology, we were requested by C’SATHAMA to test the hypothesis that 
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munition compounds are tie cause of mortality in ERF. Over 250 sediment 

samples, as well as tissue from waterfowl observed to die or found dead in the 

salt marsh, were collected and analyzed during the spring and fall 1990. 

White phosphorus was found in sediment from the bottom of shallow ponds 

used extensively by waterfowl. In addition we found white phosphorus in 

the gizzards of all 19 waterfowl carcasses collected in Eagle River Flats (Racine, 

et al., 1991) 

Since the highly toxic white phosphorus or elemental phosphorus (Pq) 

does not occur in nature and is extremely reactive and quickly oxidized or 

burned in the presence of oxygen, the mechanism by which unburned white 

phosphorus entered and was stored in the salt marsh sediments is important 

to understand. Eagle River Flats was contaminated by the firing of white 

phosphorus containing smoke projectiles. When a smoke projectile bursts, 

particles of white phosphor ignite, producing a dense white cloud of 

smoke. Burning particles are extinguished when they fall into the water of 

the shallow ponds in ERF. Because white phosphorus has a high density and 

a low water solubility, particles would sink through the water column into 

the bottom sediments where periodic tidal flooding of the p.onds with silt- 

laden waters would cover the particles. Bottom sediments in these ponds are 

very anaerobic, providing a suitable environment for white phosphorus 

storage, Oxidation in these anaerobic conditions will be extremely slow 

(Davidson et al. 1987, Sullivan et al. 1979). Thus white phosphorus in the 

sediments of ERF could be stored indefinitely and will continue to be a hazard 

to waterfowl even without additional inputs. 

WHY STUDY WINTER ARTILLERY FIRlKG ? 

Because of the white Fhosphorus in the sediments of the ponds, there 

is some concern that renewed firing of HE artillery projectiles into the flats 
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would possibly cause redistribution of bottom sediments with additional 

white phosphorus particles made accessible to feeding waterfowl. When a 

projectile explodes in a shallow pond, bottom sediments would be thrown up 

and out from the crater, falling back down into the water and settling to the 

bottom of the pond. White phosphorus particles in these bottom sediments -. 

also would be thrown up and out, landing in the pond and settling to the 

bottom of the pond, on top of bottom sediments already there. Theoretically 

some of these white phosphorus particles could be oxidized and disappear 

when they are blown out of the pond and up into the air during the 

explosion. However the chances of much oxidation occurring are probably 

low. When the white phosphorus projectile was originally fired into the flats 

the white phosphorus was being oxidized under near ideal conditions prior to 

falling into the ponds. That is the white phosphorus shell burst above the 

ground surface in an airburst, the white phosphorus charge inside the 

projectile was blown apart, and particles of white phosphorus ignited at well 

above 30 0 C (white phosphorus ignition point) and were burning when they 

fell into the pond. In the case of a HE projectile expioding in a shaIlow pond, 

the white phosphorus particles would be thrown up into the air along with 

wet mud and water from the pond. The probability that a large percentage of 

the white phosphorus particles would be oxidized under these less than ideal 

conditions is probably very low although no tests have been undertaken as of 

yet to confirm this hypothesis. 

To avoid disturbing buried white phosphorus, winter firing into the 

flats has been proposed. The seasonally frozen ground and the ice that form 

over extensive areas of the fiats during the b+tter Eight provide protection 

for :he white phosphorus and prevent it from being disturbed by firing. To 

test this hypothesis a series of test firings was undertaken in March 1991 using 
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105 mm howitzers and 60 mm and 81 mm mortars, the weapons most 

commonly fired in to the impact area by the 6th Infantry Division. 

When and if remediation is undertaken the particular remediation 

technique used will depend in part on whether firing is conducted year round 

or confined to the winter. 

METHODS 

Site Characterization 

Prior to the artillery tests, we made measurements in the impact area to 

characterize site conditions. The proposed impact area for the test was an 

approximately 500 m by 500 m area located on the east side of Eagle River, 

about 500 m southwest of the EOD gravel pad (Figure 1). We measured ice 

thicknesses and snow depths in the proposed impact areas and six cores of ice 

and underlying frozen soil were taken by hand using a 3” SIPRE core barrel. 

Ice thicknesses varied from 30 to 60 un. In each core, frozen sediment was 

encountered below the ice. Sediment cores up to 25 cm were obtained at 

some of the sites. Total frozen sediment beIow the ice is unknown but greater 

than 25 cm. Snow depth averaged about 20 a throughout the test impact 

area. After the test firing, we photographed the craters formed by the 

explosion of the HE projectiles and measured the diameters and apparent 

depths of the craters. Samples of snow around the craters were coIIected for 

later analysis of explosive residuals. 

Seasonally Frozen Ground 

In areas of the Flats without standing water *, such as the slight!;.’ higl:er 

gr;l:-:nd along either side of the river and the sedge rr,;l,rsh area adjacent to the 

EOD pad, the ground freezes seasonally each winter. The depth of seasonal 
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freezing is dependent upon the depth of the overlying snow cover, frequency 

of tidal flooding, and average winter temperatures. Sediments underlying 

shallow ponds such as in Area C, may or may not freeze depending upon the 

depth of water and whether the water freezes completely to the bottom of the 

pond during the winter. During March 1991 the ground was frozen as deep as 

40 cm. 

Ice Cover Formation 

An extensive ice sheet builds up during the winter in Eagle River Flats 

because of periodic tidal flooding and aufeis buildup. The Flats are subjected 

to periodic inundations with a thin layer of water during high tides that then 

freezes. Subsequent high tides add additional thin layers of ice. Aufeis builds 

up in the Flats as water from tributary streams along the sides of the Flats and 

groundwater continues to drain into the Flats throughout the winter. The 

wicking of water up into the overlying snow cover seem to inhance the 

buildup of ice, allow inundations of areas that normally would be higher 

than could be reached by tidal action alone. Exactly what percentage of the ice 

buildup is due to freshwater aufeis and what percentage is due to tidal 

flooding is not known at this time. We are undertaking chemical and 

petrograpic studies of the ice cores to try to determine the origins of the ice. 

Areas of bare ground during summer build up a 30 to 60 m layer of ice 

cover during the winter. Areas of standing water, such as the ponds along the 

margins have increased ice thicknesses of 40 to 50 cm. Part of the growth of 

the thickness of the ice cover is due to freezing downward of the water but 

much is due to the repeated thin flooding over the surfacs by aufeis and tides. 

Elevation of ice surfncees in ponds is 40 to 50 cm above summer Jvater surface 
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elevations. Ice covered the shorelines around ponds in Area C that were dry 

during the summer. 

Artillery Test 

The artillery test firing onto the ice of Eagle River Flats took place on 20 

March 1991. The first part of the test consisted-of firing a series of 105 mm 

howitzer high explosive (HE) projectiles with point detonating fuses, the 

configuration normally fired into the Flats for training, This was foIlowed by 

a series of HE projectiles with time delay fuses. The objective of the time 

delay fuses was to see if the slight delay before’detonation allowed the 

projectile to penetrate through the ice cover before exploding. The HE 

.projectiles were fired from MlOlAl IO5 mm howitzers of the 4th Battalion, 

11th Field Artillery. The kowitiers v:ere set up at EY . km to the 

eat of the Flats-. Firing information for the weapons use.d in the test is 

presented in Table I. 

Table I. Firing information for weapons used in test. 

Weapon Round Barrel Angle 

105 mm Howitzer 105mmHEMl 350-354 mils = 19.70 - 

MlOlAl 19.90 

81 mm IMortar M252 M374-A-3-81mm 1217-1289 mils = 68.50 - 

72.50 

60 mm Mortar MU4 M49-A-4-60mm 1166 mils = 65.60 

The second round of tests consisted of firing 31 mm mortar projeckiles, 

first point detonating and then time delay fused, into an area just to the north. 
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of the impact area. Because of initial problems by the mortar crew on getting 

the projectiles on target, not all the era ters were accessible for later 

measurement. Several hit in the river and on the far side of the river. The 

third round of tests consisted of-point detonating fused 60 mm mortar 

projectiles fired into an area west of the 105 mm impact area. Firing 

information on both these weapons is presented in Table I. 

RESULTS 

105 mm Howitzer 

Point detonating fused projectiles were fired first into the designated 

impact area. The projectiles detonated on contact with the ice sheet (Figure 2) 

[Photo 91-021,023 or 0241 One projectile was a dud, creating a white plume 

when it hit the ice (Figure 3)[91-0221 

Seven craters formed by explodin g PD flused projectiles were measured. 

All of the craters were somewhat oblong in shape, possibly due to the low . 

firing angle used. Maximum diameters ranged between 2.26 and 3.54 m and 

minimum diameters between 1.89 and 3.05 m. The average for maximum 

and minimum diameters was 3.17 and 2.44 m. Craters were shallow with 

most of the apparent depth being the snow cover blown off the ice sheet. 

Some ice was broken up within the mater (Figure 4)[91-0591. Two maters had 

frozen ground exposed within the crater where the ice in the center had been 

broken and tossed out (Figure 5)[91-0541. There was no cratering of the frozen 

ground beneath the ice. The one dud projectile, shown hitting the ice in 

Figure 3, produced a smail crater estimated to be one meter in diameter 

although we did rLot - ~~Leasurs this crater directly for safety reasons. 

Delay fused projectiles were very erratic in their performance. Several 

ricochetted off the ice before exploding. Figure 6 [91-0271 shows a ricochetting ’ 
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projectile exploding in the air after hitting the ice. The next projectile 

ricochetfed and exploded at or near the surface (Figure 7)[91-0281. In the 

. 

photograph one can see the white plume of ice where the projectile initially 

hit and then the explosion just beyond it. This explosion produced a shallow 

elongated crater (Figure 8)[91-0681, approximately 2-5 m wide at the near end, 

narrowing down to 0.6 m wide at the far end and 9 m long. 

A third delay fused projectile appeared to detonate normally (Figure 9)[gl- 

0291. producing a crater similar to those of the PD fused projectiles (Figure 10) 

[91-72,73, or 741. This crater measured 3.0 x 2.4 m. 

A fourth delay fused projectile ricochetted high into the air (50 m ?) before 

exploding. Figure ll[Photo 91-0301 shows the white plume of ice & snow 

: where the projectile first hit and the dark expIosion .cloud high in the air, 

,- . ; right-against theskyiine of the tree-covered hills in the background. The 

small crater caused by the ricochetting projectile is shown in Figure 12[91-0661. 

-This crater measured 1.07 x 0.6 m. 

81 mm Mortars 

Both point detonating and delayed fused projectiles were fired. Point 

detonating craters averaged 2.2 x 2.1 m in diameter. These craters were more 

nearly circular than the howitzer craters, most probably because of the higher 

trajectory of the mortar projectile. &lost of the apparent depth of craters were 

cause by removal of snow cover by the explosion. A shallow depression was 

blown in the underlying ice cover but the ice was not penetrated in any of the 

craters formed by point detonating projectiles. (Figures 13, 14, and 15)[91-105, 

107,112] 

Three projectiles of delayed fused 51 mm projectiles landed in close 

proximity, Figure 16 [91-0341 sholvs iL L,.e first of these projectiles exploding. 
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The craters produced by two of the projectiles was similar to the point 

detonating fused projectiles (Figure 17)[91-0771. 

The third delayed fused projectile produced a camauffet, or a hidden 

crater. The projectile penetrated the-ice cover and the underlying frozen and 

unfrozen sediment for some unknown depth before exploding. The 

confining strength of the ice, the upper seasonalIy frozen sediment, and the 

underlying unfrozen, saturated sediment was sufficient to confine the 

explosion and prevent it from tossing material out and producing a surface 

crater. The only initial evidence of the camauflet was a conical mound of 

broken ice rubble 0.6 m high by one meter in diameter (Figure 18)[91-0791. 

Closer inspection and judicial digging (‘by the ECD escort) into the mound 

revealed a 30 cm by 1.5 m deep near vertical:hoIe (Figure 191191~81 or 2291. 

60 mm Mortars 

Only point detonating fused projectiles were fired. Explosion of the 

projectile is barely visible in the middle distance just on the near side of the 

river in Figure 20. [91-0321. Craters were smaller than either the 105 mm 

howitzer or 81 mm mortar craters, averaging 1.3 x 7.7 m in diameter (Figure 

21)[91-0911: They were very shallow, averaging 19 art, essentially the depth of 

the snow cover. The snow was blown out by the explosion and the 

underlying ice sheet remained intact. There was usually a small dimple in 

the ice at the center of the crater where parts of the fuse of the projectile were 

some times found. 

One 60 mm projectile was a dud. The projectile appeared to penetrate into 

the ice (Figure 22 )[91-0961 with only the t;liI 5zs visiBie (again after careful 

digging of the snow around the projectile by the EOD escort) 
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Explosive Residuals 

Snow around craters formed by 105 mm howitzer and 81 mm mortar 

HE projectiles were sampled and tested for residual high explosive 

components such as TNT and RDX., Darkened, ash covered snow 

surrounding the Dater was collected in a 16 oz I-Chem glass sample jar. The 

sample was returned to the laboratory and test for HE components. No 

explosive components were detected, indicating that they were being 

completely consumed in the explosion. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In almost all cases, firing into Eagle River Flats when the ground was 

frozen and covered with an ice sheet had little significant effect on the 

underlying frozen sediments. Point detonating fused projectiles of both 

mortars and 105 mm howitzers appear to have little impact on the 

underlying sediment with the craters confined to the overlying snow and ice 

sheet. Except for one 105 mm and one 60 mm dud, pkrformance of the point 

detonating projectiles was satisfactory. Delayed fusedprojectiiles operated very 

erratically in areas with frozen ground and an ice cover and should not be 

used in the future in ERJ?. 

The 105 mm howitzer projectiles, using point detonating fuses, created 

2 to 3 m dia craters with an apparent depth of 0.25 to 0.4 m. . . Much of this 

apparent depth was due to removal of the 20 cm deep snow‘ cover over the ice 

sheet. In most cases, the 30 to 60 cm thick ice sheet was still intact with only a 

0.6 to 1.0 m dia area of broken ice in the center of the crater. Little or no 

sediment was seen to have been ejected from the craters. In or.e case 2 1.3 IX 

dia area of the ice sheet was completely lifted and blown out of the 
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crater,esposing the frozen ground underneath. The exposed frozen ground 

was not visibly disturbed or cratered by the explosion. 

The four projectiles of delayed fused 105 mm projectiles behaved very 

erratically. Two projectiles hit the ice and frozen g-round and ricocheted into 

the air before exploding. One projectile exploded at a height of 50 ft or so. 

The other projectile exploded at least 100 ft up. One other crater looked very 

similar to the point delayed projectile craters. The other crater ( from the near 

surface burst?) was very oblong as if the projectile started to ricochet and was 

near the surface and traveling outward when it exploded. 

The 60 mm and 81 mm mortars produced similar results in that the 

craters did not penetrate the ice cover. The 60 mm mortar, using a point 

detonating fuse, produced a 6 ft dia and 8 to 12 in deep crater. The explosion 

removed the 8 to 12 in snow cover, exposing the top of the ice sheet in ,the 

bottom of the crater. Little or no visible cratering of the ice occurred. 

The 81 mm mortar with the point detonating projectile produced 2.2 m 

diameter craters in the snow with just slight depressions in the ice at the 

center of the craters. Two of the 81 mm mortar projectiles with delayed fuses 

produced similar maters. 
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TABLE I. Measurement data from craters. 

Crater Description Maximum Minimum Ccntcr Notes 
NlUIlber Diameter Diameter Depth 

m m m 
105mm 

Howitzer 
#1 Point 2.26 1.89 0.30 

#2 

#3 
#4 
#5 
#6 

#7 

#9 

#8 Delay Fuse 

#lO Delay fused . 3.00 2.40 

Detonating Fuse 
II 2.90 

3.29 
3.38 
3.20 
3.63 

1.07 

354 3-05 0.20 

7.62 x2.44 x 0.60 0.20 

2.10 0.44 

T 250 037 
232 0.39 
2.77 0.30 
250 0.27 

0.61 

12 x 0.6 m area of ground 
exposed at bottom 
of crater. 

0.6 m area in center 
where ice shattered 
Either dud or point 
where projectile 
ricochetted. 
0.6 m area of shattered 
ice in center 
Shallow, elongated 
crater. Ricochet 
projectile 
bIew up near surface 

#1 

#2 

#3 

#4 
#5 

60 mm Mortar 
Point detonating 

fuse 
1.83 1.63 0.21. 

1.83 1.52 0.15 

‘1.80 1.89 0.18 

1.83 152 0.22 
1.83 1.83 0.17 

Depth of crater is equal 
to depth of snow 
on ice sheet 
ie. bottom of crater is top 
of ice sheet 
0.10 dia x 0.08 deep hole 
in ice in exact 
center. Fuse parts in 
hole. 

#l 

#2 
+I3 
#4 
$5 
#6 

81 mm Mortar 
Point detonating 

fuse 

Delav fnse 
Dela$ fuse 

2.29 259 0.15 Bottom of crater is on top 

2-29 
2.26 
1.83 

Camouflct 
Camoutlet 

2.44 0.16 
1.S6 0.16 
1.83 0.17 

of ice sheet 

0.6 x0.9 mound of ice 
rubble. 0.6 dia x approx. 

1.3 m crater hidden 
under rubble. 
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Human Health Risks from Consuming Contaminated 
Waterfowl from Eagle River Flats 

1. During the period May through September 1991, Army biologists 
have conducted 12 helicopter surveys of Eagle River Flats and 
wetlands adjacent to the post, looking for indications of sick or 
dead birds. Although no carcasses or dying birds were found in 
off-post areas, which included Goose Bay and Fire Creek, waterfowl 
mortality continued to occur on the Eagle River Flats. In 
addition, the biologists have intensively searched the flats for . 
any evidence of predator deaths, 
eagle in May 1991. 

and found one dead juvenile bald 

2. Systematic searches of post lakes using canoes have revealed 
one dead bird, tentatively identifies as a grebe, found on Clunie 
Lake, approximately 4 air miles northeast of the flats. Tissue 
samples from that bird indicated the presence of WP. The only 
other bird found to contain WP outside the flats was a hen mallard 
found at Gwen Lake, also on post. Based on this information, the 
U.S. Army Environmental Hygiene Agency (EHA), Aberdeen Proving 
Ground, Maryland was tasked to prepare a preliminary risk 
assessment based on available data and utilizing the Environmental 
Protection Agency oral reference dose for WP. EHA's results are 
attached herein. 

3. Following a review of EHA's investigation findings, Dr. John 
Middaugh, State Epidemiologist, concluded the risk can be said to 
be so low as to constitute no basis for public health concern. A 
copy of Dr. Middaugh's letter is attached. 

4. As a part of a follow up study to the human health risks, over 
three (300) gizzards from ducks in the Upper Cook Inlet area were 
ollected from local duck hunters by federal and state biologists 
in September 1991. These samples will be analyzed by Cold Regions 
Research and Engineering Laboratory (CRREL) for WP and lead. 
Results will be useful in determining the human health hazards of 
eating ducks from this area and the probability of the ducks being 
contaminated with WP from Eagle River Flats. 

5. Additional studies are to be conducted on waterfowl under 
stringently controlled laboratory and field conditions. 
Additional field sampling will be conducted to determine if WP 
contaminated birds are leaving Fort Richardson, and if they are, 
the types and approximate numbers that are being dispersed in the 
general population. This information can then be used to more 
accurately evaluate the potential human health risk of consuming 
waterfowl from the upper Cook Inlet area of Alaska. 
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Pools and Ponds in the Inner Marsh: 

Ponds up to 18" in depth have interspersed clumps and islands 
of taller vegetation, emergent sedges and the bulrush Scirpus 
validus. Hilssurus tetrashvlla is found in shallower water 
along with Potamoaeton pectinatus, p. vasinatus, Rupaia 
spiralis and Zarnichellia ualustris. 

Salinity: 2-9 ppt 

Waterfowl Use: Dabbling ducks commonly congregate here to 
feed during Spring and Fall migrations. 

Edge of Eagle River Flats: Essentially a fresh water wetland 

A shrub bog develops at the edge of Eagle River Flats. 
include Mvrica gale, Carex uluriflora, Calamaqrostis 
canadensis, Potentilla ualustris, and Lathvrus salustris. 

Salinity: 2 PPt 

Wildlife Use: Cranes and swans were frequently observed in 
this habitat type. 

2 
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Vegetation Zones and Plant Communities found in the Eagle River 
Flats by the Cold Regions Research and Engineering 

Laboratory Research Team in 1990 

Outer Mudflats (Adjacent to Knik Arm): 

Bare or sparsely vege",ated by alkali grass (Puccinellia sp) Or 
occasional annual species such as Salicornia europea or 
Atriplex alaskensis. 

Salinity in this zone: 15-25 parts per thousand (ppt) 
. 

Raised Levees along Banks of Eagle River and other large 
Distributaries: 

These well drained soils are occupied by Elmus sp., commonly 
called Beacg Grass. 

Inner Mudflats: 

Vegetation includes alkali grass, annual herbs, Triglochin 
maritimum and Plantaso maritima. 

Salinity: 12 to 20 ppt in standing water 

Waterfowl use: Geese graze in this zone 

Inner Sedge Marsh: 

Vegetation is dominmated by the sedge Carex lvngbyei which 
grows to over 3 feet in height. 

Salinity: 2-9 ppt 

Waterfowl Use: New shoots of this sedge grow in the Fall 
and are consumed by migrating waterfowl 
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ME:comDm,l FOR Co,?rmander, U.S. Axq7 Toxic and ilazardcus Xat2r;als 
-- - Agency, ATTX: 

Ground, XD 
CETHA-TS-S, Aberdeen Proving 

21ClO-54Oi 

SWJZCT: preliainarqt EvaluatfDn of Pcssi5le Human Eealth Ha-=+ 
frcm Waterfowl at Eagle River Flats and Reccrzmenciaticns for IUL 
Additional Studies 

1.. Enclosure 1 provides a prelixinaq eva.luation of potentLal 
health hazards from ingestion of contaminaxei waterfowl and 
recoxnendations for further study. 

.- 
2. 
Cook 

A statistical sampling plan for hunter :la,--rested ducks in the 
Inlet Area is presented in Enclosure 2, 

3. 
CTT 

The Iiealth Risk,Assessment aran&, this Division, and 
Brian G. Scott, 

Division, 
MS, Occupational-and Znvi=crxnental Xedicine 

have provided input to ,and concurrence with the 
conclusions and recommendations contained -Fn the enclosuxee. 

.- 
4. Points of contact are Mr. Dennis Z. Drnck and Dr. Jack 
He;lar, -61 DSN 584-2953 or, com=erciai (301) 571-295.3. 

FOX THE CC~XWDER: 

2 Encls 
LTC, MS 
Chief, Xaste 

Division 
Disposal Engineering 

CT (*d/encls) : 
HQDA(SGPS-?S?-Z) 
Cbr, SC, ATTN: HSCL-P 

77x Uif!I ‘- :!‘~urrrpd &-cr-g-p.- .y .. ..-‘ i;nL’ :“.-:.;.-c~.y~yis.! +;;‘r-.-:,;: .I-.* -;: .-..a ,v:i, e*. , _.c* *.... .__ F% ..I.... . . .t ~&!-2.?:yYr 
.Y 

:’ . _ .+ .:.:-. 
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SUSJECT: Wa~:erZowi 3eaEns z.t Zagle River Flats (EZFi - Possii;le Z-an Eeal:s 
Hazard 

1. ReFerence FONECCX I4 .Tun 91 >eC-.zen %iJ Legg (KIED) ani Dr. Leach (TOE; 
.- T reqlrestiz3 assiscar?ce Lz iefe-G-;-- 3oss:cie -.- ----* '5 * cealk risX frcn cer.s~-,a~:.cn 3f 

vacez,cwi ac (EXF). 

. . 

2. F’lnal r:?crt entitles',; WatarF~~1 EorzaiLty ',a Eagle Rive: Flats, Aks'ka: 
The Roie of Munition Co~~pc~~ds, 'J.S. Xr=v Cold Regions Research and 
Exglnee=Lq Laboratory, Hancver Xi, ~anu& 1991 ‘J2.S reVieWed aiong wit5 GcSer 

per,,, r'lerlt: doclse-c.s to derayl-= ;cssible :lealz:? 'r,aza=tis f=zz w-- .A-*.- cys.~=ric=* .>f 
waterfcwl. TSe follc*cLz3 csaeIiz4 ;zt oEL;efed: 

a. This study appears KO be cl-z= first coxizsive evidence- Ln rhe ten year 
histoq of waterfmi kills at t:;r E?S to docu3ent c5.e Lnges Lion of cl.y2eq-ai + I-- 
phosphorus as the causazc-7e age!nz. The szu?~ ~rozc=ol yas zbvlzusly desLi;zed 
to piyoict the C3Yic sgerzs rasFzaai>ie r'cr 5,L.e norZalLt7 bar, is Izadequace 
to determine +h- possi'sie hazazl ;Z i.;lges;:zE ~oiss~ed wa.tt~fswi. I-c- Necrcpsy 

* data and analysis of organs clearl? docxzent the ingestlar: of the nater;,al bn= 
the :ecti=nism and sel7erizT -,f ?~sss&o~2s vJpr,;ke Ix .zdi31e :issr;as 1; 
inconclusive. The single f<eld s;"ize3 fcr z'r,ich -he dacert-,izarLcn 0, 
pkcscb.Gr*s i?. ?e"-toral 3zsc12 -was -m-=?-ar: . '- y--ir-.d-- xlc,sazas E -.-ace of ."01.5 .q,'~n 

r 
0: tf;s-a , su*3sracKLall~~ ;c-G72r Kk-.a2 2ry c;" iI:= stker orgaizs Kestad. .- -2: si-i.' 
rosJgbs ye-s ='cre'-e . - *- --L __._ G scr E'I;e t-2-c -:ires ?oiscn& in the La'coratxrl; scllzies. 
The Z25i-XCe Of ZCSCiS d&TL3 I2 '7-7 -Sf Z3-e CZr,LTZl 5t=eZ f'Li=kCT CCZTO'.LEtS E'Y.? 
difffctl‘ - --y of assessi7.g this ;lazar<. .a 

* 

b. TSe data indicate :hat +e T=<soned vazer5z.l are incagaci:ated 3: iis 
ai:h;n a relatively s'nort: ?e&od ci the from Icgoscion. ThLi fact-r shorzli 
serve to make :hern relat<cel? uzz-.-ail~.ble t3 the h~cti-g cczzcur.i~~ or would 3: 
ieasc -_--_ sev--1 v rest.r:ct :he geogz2>kFcal area in Wh5c.i the? would be fCc:r?L.. 
IL Is cnilkely that birds tha: are ;syqtcxatlc ~oc:lt have signLflcanZ -tissue 
levels 0L elentnC2l ?hoip;lc:*:s _ 

3. 
FLEC-?“‘a-C’.. - - e- 

* .--*. .+mc *-.. 5. 

a. zara C:P~ -- *-drIJ 523=3-- me- v-m..- rzn-. -v -I* .____- s-AY.i 2: . . ;‘e =-‘,2,, Lee _ _ ‘--“*=I IL.. at Sazle ‘;i-:*r 
:‘i *rC _ *.t-r - 
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. *. 

ijstia-;-:o-T 

.--m 
Si’T; E.- * : ;;at=?fc-;L &==k*s >', Ez3-+ r*i-:=r =;-s .c:",r) _ ?=ss-*k lo z.*- h-,32 Eeai:: 
Iirzard 

5. T!xu~a da:2 are Krz~zez~ary, ker% is suff<cieat . 
phOSp‘hOf‘2 tcy; “GCyr in -.J2fDrf=-A-i 2nd 

2’riCecce KZ T;uzgp_st 
5 ----a, ;ez.ks=s TrzcaKsr; ‘;ILzb:er 

AsL- Addi:icnal f.ie12 sacz?iizZ zt.d l$crat.=r7 s-v.;= 
up in ;‘r.e + . :50= * _ - *** L-b-es SLlOU*G i e FeriaGed. 

heai:; hazard. 
Data are ixufficia~t ES make a clear letazbnation oi possLble huan 

Since this has been a ?ersisKent srobiem Ear at lssst ',=r? 
years vi=,4 no ccmqiaii1K.s 0: 
-in-e is 

adverse hem kiaaith efEec:s it wculi nFpea= :kar 

c. -c no cznfized 3asis fcr clzsir.~ cz 
. 

,esKr:cz1zg zhe 

-xatsrZ=-JI season. 
icrK>xcning 

Dcc*~=-onted ele-r--c; ;kos;kor-2s leveis are a ziear eL-- C2US-E Ec: 
CSXETZ and sap ix fact ind.F=are a sig+fi=az= kzsr< '3uz the e:rt;er?.el-; zzafze 
data far 2dLjle ?o=tions (muscle) L,n the wnK2rfcwi ZesKtd are ir.sufficienS :J 
j*LSKifr ;a-Or ChIig@ t3 CUZZIIIt ,I ~rzceduras cr r23uktisx. 
al&=ady Seen ianned at 

SirAce ~7txit,xg has 
Ah - E?LF , tke 3t17 ----c-T:-lclg hG*2, --c*--&-.&--- w-e-4 -e--t r'- 1 k:-zta~s a,8 7 .I Lzze17 CO encounter are ones tkt Gere exaosed a: XF and Cen migrated to an 

area where huztizg is ?ermiKtcr,. 13-90 
aumter of conraminated i+yJ.s 

. Tlie ;robiiiiiitp of a hunter :z.LLq a -7- 
-*Y iz a giver: season is veq snaLi. ne heal:: 

cc3Cez?s la this SiKU2KiOZ aTFear fZ Ye toy= 0: a* ac~tt pr,-bl*m r$&:an -k---i* CA&. “L&-b. 
Since PL was,used coxmezciailjr as a rodearLcide, there is infcma~ion 
availabis oil its r:axicltT to aaimzls. Euzan data , frcm accidental 
is also zvailable..Zased on Sis.Lnfor=latlon, and the -rer? lirzlted 

icges'cioz, 
dEtK.a CT? 

tissue r6 levels Eros wild znd :a-=-, zared bi"^'S h-4 , Ft. is .Je,T --1<:.::1;7 t>-;= 
hunre;rs or their famiiles could ingest c_;lantities of P4 that uouid r'esul~ in 
ar. acate toxic offact. 

d. Eunrers should Se waced 11c= ts . . - c=ns'ze s-,cs -Jarer~cs"-l or Watar~J-~l 
f0u?.d dead in the areas adjacent to LL E?.F. 

e. Additiocai srlliLes neec ;= ‘2e cr;enC:l-+- ?eziozed ca warer:cs;l ucier 
s~:<r.gonz1;r cc=:=r=iled Iaborsrc=y -,--;; -2 +d..-,i,-J;;s * .A sKiI=- 1?- . 1SKiC3LJ . i: -*-- 
numoer :z ccnt:ois 

S-~gr~i- -La&IL 
and tzcazl-i ‘zirfs zeed to 

(DXASCl and also boce r?eed 
‘3, examined and tdlBie ;ctzixx 

e) Ko 5e eYa=Frzd for 5oKh eiewncal and KOK21 
phosglortls conten', in animals dosed --'-h ?L- Field sampiLnr is required to -*i-r 
determine if contaminated b%rds are leaving EZF, and i5 
and a~prox bate cuxbers tkt are tlssezsad 

they are, the types 

data -Jould signiflran ii7 

in t:he general ?opulaticn. TLk 
. + aid t:le assesscent C? porer.:ial hazard to 'nu.zan 

health. 

6. Po:.n= of con:act is Nr. LeEor -G. ?!et!~ez, X348013627. 

FC3 TV= 
A. Yb '33!?&4NDE?,: 

.,q ~. 
.A . 

~~~~-~~~~~~~~~ 
:a<;---,-+ 

.i 
I 

F ‘, < _ ; c * 1-T. 
. / -*.-z-. -=:-I:z=l’-,J ~~-s--;~-~,.--. * . . 
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-. ~~,r:-.~~o”hp -*+w* “L u . 

,-.y=. **A; . - 
Waterlow are bzi3q exposed ~0 wh;ba rrirn,--.-rrr7rs 

\'I- / 
F.:.i-rar 

mr,,cn LS present as a contaminant l,2 the seii.?lErS'*~Zy***-' 
:+z=r (ZR?] on "or= ~ic52zdson. it iS 

cc~~aLz1zlc 
~cssi~ie * 

Zaqle 

XP are lesvir,c: ERZ and S2Fnc hrrxstzd bv 
enet - C-dC%S 

Cook Inlet surrkndinc For: Richardson. 
ill?-ac- - 

areas cl 
r,ur*,,,= '.': 

hrz:+n 
Tse risk t.2 

health associated with c&surn~tior, of poten:FaIl-f WP 
csxz.:Ti:ated ducks is beL.ng ~va.luatsd. . . y?**Z,yi 

The *?.OS’c iTmm-c>rr- 
ster, 3 this risk 

-4,uv- *a** - 
-**- ---- 
aa.2 Y T- . -* 

-+tSJ.S Oi tissue 
assess;ngnt -~iil je t>we c-i'=,--; -- 23.4 ---- --1.* 

- .f ;?.A- 
frcm ducks Iharresred bv 'nunxers durinc 

1SS1 hunting season whic,i begi2s 
i,ke 

_c-xr-,cse 02 this ,memorandtLm FS 

1 SSge.mber 19Zl. -The 

of iamzle size, 
to discuss the syatis=icLl 

exposure prsbabllity, 
a.S=ects 

and risk caiculario-c- *.- * 

2. SYXZISTIC~ -3OPUiiTION. The 
:x11' c2n be 

waterfcwl conuiatisn ; - 
-** 

Pr*nZ 
--u viewed as havincr four seamen==-f>r the 

-uv.c 

52s anaiysis. 
pur-,ose of 

-- 
a. . Pomuation Sear-+ S 

at ZxF - 
_ &-A*C . Those hi--i 

and are 
,-kS whit:? have 

assumed to hake EC dereczzble YP in 
y:c7--- 
"tyL 

Seen 
-; e-..- --ZZL- * 

5. 
E?,' 

Pc~ulatisn Seqent s,. 
At have not been 

Those birds which I've 3str. zc 

Z&lt 
e:mc EEd to FTP ia amcu;1~s ia.rzo 

Fn detectable W? in body tissues. 
a~.-:.-- u--I *w** C3 

C. 

r71 and 
Population Se-en-t: S,. These birds which have ;=a- -- Y-k** tr 

Y..h exposed to a suble~h2l dose of 'X2. 

Y* -‘c”y-< 1 2-2 - - &-cn s3rysq- - --4..-** I Z3’ r. :.: p. = = ‘A; -A- : Fi 
--- L.-w-- -r---z :i-~-4,, -- -**._ 
” ;. : 1 IT c have been exa,oseri, tc 2 1 atah d-c- * 

c,;, = Ieer. I= 
---** - 

-&~-,-ati -P 
-I- CI _ I h-L= -,q;y=:- >iS 

me cf t,he +&rroundi~g hun-,i25 
:-* a -; - ‘= 

_A -.& .=rez.,c m-G q- G,,Z An =---a ‘,z -.--*- - - - 

I*? 3-4 r- .’ _&_-MGce, 
knr- .TL,rl 

it will; gobabiy not be sossikle %o disti;lc*~~ ' - E 2 
Y1 -avt 4*. 2ot)ulztion grams 
abr--=; behavior in du&s 

S, End S:. 
and t,he 

Ecntrrs mav+zoz rek---'-2 
.V-...-- 

con'cez.~s and tissues are hfchll; 
levels of 775 in cG --""-- _-1L2z2 

lez5ai do52 of KP. 
variable amcc~ ducks ex=zzeC to a 

-: -. 2 z 2-T 12.7 z >;T zC3s”TI=>;S * 
ha= 1-‘, risk f 

Who_? e-TaiETt’_izc tke :? ‘LFZ I? 
__--* -.I 
1l-e c : - - c 

XTTC--S-ari 

qiesC.=n is: 
A**- . . _I --. 

-*-= h--z- 
- -.-a .*f- 

',..,A: _ 
62 ^ - G - __ ,= - 

..-*.,,;.4 z.=ezs. 7 ‘---y-- - 
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* . 

_ _. 
- r'"n2. is -j--e ma.yi.T,-:-ly v~t=-+~ -7 of I.;? ;:f+L~, 2 A --e. 1- - 

,'ez c-7-l&l:.- SxDer-oA 
Eo consme 

_=ler=cr, ,=cie -0 
IY". --WY -i ; ; a ccnta*7inatea el;cj: Fz x.t$- 

- -. 
- *?.a= is ..e th ~rOk=~ilFt-+F &b-F 1 v-7-c-e 

i&-L - -,.,-0 u i A 
.-..=7-; --. ,.; 

_u-,,u.r -- 
5 'U c ;1 

2~>_~-~-,a - 
ti,cCj.kS 1 " 

--'m----e. -_ 

=:;c~~~- I. - c=iter-a 

Thy+ i c k * ** ./(Tc i c =zsu: ? :" AC +,L efs.zcs,i-= -- ;.;= 
+- -.d _ 

-*** for Froeec-,is:: of - ;lMi-,;Tk? 

, 
9. - s=T”r”n a”--. u de’*-4 q - -TUT T-rs -P,:, d-I-L 
!-ear-wyes=ed dv~ck 

G ?ECGXX*I. 1: is ess-Ly-.& ?-ha A.,1 =:-*= >**d,- - 1 ,- ri tissue cCllec7iq-l arog==,~~ GJ~; in~;ol*~e yF*e --------- 
COilECKiOr: 

;'ron a 
of gizzards, associated fat, and soae rtncscLo t;= 

prsdeterxiined number of Sires 
fat 

(h). Gizzard conl~=~'I 
tissue *dill. be tnalyzoti to dztezkie -*. -3 

is detect+ in 
T-i? C~nr--frt-=r; --l 

e;t --her w-e --I.-. 
gizzard contents cr fat tissue -l*--‘. 

-b~s=.~cL - frm that duck -dill alEo ix analyzoti. r r.r-3 u_ 
necessary data can be acquired, it To ensure z::a 

is 
c2zcssses .of ducks > 

recxu-rtended that -&c 1 
!e obtzi3e& fez s=-~ey, if pcssijle. 

! z 

s ze 

End 
- = -e 

11 -- 

--- 
N ,’ 

1 

= 1. S,Z~*~~5~ Sizz DETSRXIXATION. 
-&z";er=~-.;~.- -- Khan attamyizg tc detozi,-;.e if 

E-err 
Luntaminated with L7 are _aresenx 

Richarbson, in areas 
and in calculating the nmtbe-r - l 

s;1==3cnri; m- rru---u f 
he=vested ducks tc collect, the Docuiation of h~~*~?S~zAc P=- *n-~ 
viewed as tkose contaa * - -= -. 
“,?,OSS 

.inated (Fopulation segr~xts S, anr'; ~ti~;'~*~dM= 
zct, ccntaiitinared 

icvels 
(segxen~s S, and S2), withcuE -=*=I-~'zZ* 

of-:contamination is tissue. --*--- The binomial dist=ik~l-; P- I-' =I n Se.used to ce,lculate arobabili~ies f-or this sizuafion. TG-‘- --+* 
formula for 
em V" 7 nc?r-e 

the bin&al pckabiiit-, Csxri&tFon is uA~~.,‘ci~ the rr-' w-*7, 
*-Y-Iv.--. "Lo thFs nemc=ark-cm . -,' 

.wid szm~le size h, the confide:; -*_I 
13. COnta~~i-ated da,=~is a,'= ~~~~~~ 

pro"yOz+' 
e level varies wit5 -,he 

-102 of the duck ?oDulztion which c=Cti 8s r-~-~,;,---+ wu1. La-.--i-C i=- . The-fcllowing table lists-the maximum proDortLon of t.le tcza; 
zo"..: 1-:-l yu--'l-"*I conta*Ti3ated 
CP" + .'.-=*pa for various sa_fngik sizes ax'2 c?.Y-=-P-- 

levels, 1 -... -hf..-_. - V.-----**lw assuming T.O cznraninated ducks are fzn:d.. 

Ci7a ---- 

25 

--- C~>fi~~r,ce Lzxrei ---- 

90% Cf> a i -. qC% __. 
0.058 0.113 0 -168 

50 . 0.045 0.058 o.tEs 
100 0.023 0.030 
150 

0.045- 
0.015 0.020 

200 
0.030 

0.011 0.315 0.023 
so3 0.006 0.007 0.011 

7'27 I e:<a.m-: c1 - - ---I lr tisslre 
1.T3 :c 

ClF'r-nrl . CT 
from 1oc <c.ks is cc:lec-=b 5"s 

-**- 23 
----w-d 12 -, 

zne 
k;ut 5lis rJould 

or Csck InlJc 
- 7 c”J I Lt--: CT* b---c- 3e =I 

cr.-nr;>m- .-UC..-4.. - 
.;---r ; -Yz- 2, z 
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a -=a;5 sh@c-d --I- ke zxq!lly pr3~crtFcr.21 =z 2.2 r,JxTzbez sr‘ :uc:-.s 
h=rt-esr& bv hlLn-mrs f-n7 -z-k a--a “-- a-u‘& --u.L I_ --, but Tt’;2’;i ?C-Cs =,lan 25 ji-j- ,,---I 
S>&@Uid ke 0Etained from an i2di-,-LZxl area. 

--s 

5. CASE CF IU'P DETP,CTID iZ1' Su"Z<Z S2IT"sZS. ?!l= fsllowir,c tiara 
analvsis aD3rcach couid be ased if X? is deteczed iz ar;‘y 
sampies from hunter.harvested dacks. 

tissue 

a. Using d.ata onl-Y frcm biz3 ti chic:? 'ri? ..+.a~ deteccad, 
calculate the quantity cf WP Fz cczs-2zxbLz :issuz cer 
contaminated duck (E). After the data Is availablP, the data can 
be examined, ap, approDriac= pzckabili=-.7 .&t' c:r'cs v-7'7-icn ass*ATed 

a valves detersnineci. 2i+kFb2Y 
a-- l-&Y- I 2-d -w 

CkE 3e22 of J 
15 the Grels 2Zl 

- C"I1‘3 
can be selected. 

2z-eti-ia ;lig,h ?&aL!J~ 
S-LC,:, rkic cs~s~G~r,i,on of exe 

or a few ducks could cause signLficans health risk, a crjnserv- 
atiT,-e high value shctlld 52 sei---=-+ +---c-. Is 2 - It=;a= ;1~~+er of duc:<s 
wouid have to be consumed to exceed acts--,zble levels, the aea.n 
of the W concentrations may tie reasonable. 

.b. Using the assumed/calcclated value E, calculate the 
maxixm artier of ducks (C) irhir?. ctr- L;E cezstzed s=r pear 
wirhcat exceeding acceptable e.r,Fcsure levels. 

., c. ~ssl~lle a-nu.&er cf ducks a hunter ctuid -cons-me uer 7 ear 
(E).. The assumed n-e= s:hcul~-.'s.e.csnse~"-aei-,-e, but reasonaile. 

rl ..a. Given that "x" csntzninattb ‘six22 we=2 fczd in .a sar,z5.e 
size 'of h, assuLng.a.desired csn5idenc~ level, a.,-,d ~:s~~u z;:t- 
binomial probability distribution, calculate the associated 
n2xizm procorticn (p) of the d12ck pczulazion i_n_ Cook Znlet v&n i c '"& 
may 5e contaminated. 

e. Using the maxixuz nuz&er zf ducks which car, be consumed 
per year xi'lhcut exceeding accs~:z~le PXT?OSI~T~ levels (C) the 2Fg;lr"Prl .+ A.,._- =eascr,ab;rle ma,-&iL-LT, ',st=i n-zker - * <.-L&;; co~.",s-~q~.~' Z=f s-S= 
yeaz >er individual (X), end tSe c-lc=riared rr.axi.z-~.- ~rocor~Fcn 
(p) of the duck paptilation cDnt&?rizated, calc~i~to using the 
binomial probability distributicn :‘ne orz>abilltp of consaqinc 
more than C ducks per year. This 1s ;1 L e mexixux orobability thaz 
an individual could consux I3 excee<:,ing accsctzbie exposure 
levels _ 

7. AXE OF- NO WP DETECTED IN XiY S>JsI,ZS. 

5. :v’h ; ? ,> ‘*Al- in t:lis sF-,-Le,lor, .#.r=E;= m&e-- . 
13 Tic ~?,r~~~“r-Z c< -1v1 ~:.:~.cc=:“” -.i-- 

ct: --a -I.- ?i-Ci-,tr popul2t:s*n, ix :anr.=z 2.2 a3s-&?-E~ -:a-- -‘-= 
1 - -..-- L...h --.dd -2 - ; c :< 

71-c. YIhY - i:se ;.yfl ccrJc3nr-=7: I.* ---c- z?. 52r,z ---- ,..,:-- em:’ ; 
- - -4.. ‘LI-.-.a ,V,,3“zL _ - - ,i’.Z 7,i:- 

-.’ --- .: 
ear: - - 
-“- - - _-. =~d-.~lr-LFc~s as c.<- 1 ; -=’ : - ---. -- -_ f-Ilp-er; ; -II -. 1 .-T,--II r ,v - ‘- WC--..-.- --_ _--- +-ll---t.4 

- =‘- -_-----. -s-z _ _ 

3 
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cala=-..lz,ted risk frill be c~rhserr=ti-,-e herz*::;3 ‘ha-n is 
Wm.-- - no acr,-2al 

eT,Ti*snce to indicate that hUTEn 2XZOSUZe tD W iS ?iCZUZll~J 
nrc..--G “m 
---------= f *ZZd if -,:lcre iz t:c-,ssuz~, z?.z ~~:,-;~ 1 1 =tre i r 
hzpwTest& bv hunters outside E,',F ars likei?r to *Ei'l&- 

i,-, ?*~rjrz 
-ha -- 

r: . . m 1 s 
a-.-n 50,r 

-L-d- collsc-ed at 3x?. I”, i ir, 22~: --; Z. si-,-Lz-,ign +.q>tici 
L-e- = 

shot: ’ rl -- be ancicipeod 
size. 

2.-d zrnsiderzd zken 5ereL,iir-&ig samie 

,&@Q&&&iz~ 
-_ 1 cc, &a .-- - L xrr’T>; 

N 4.. l --“*-A 7-f-q ---~en-,zI znci-A=Or 

x2=-= -7; 
v  Lb L,SgcsE: 

Di-yLs iCFm 

3ZgiXEZi2g 
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h 

%f -- 

P 

I*- - -. -- -,I 
dAXLL,2CLCJ -t 

-\ -* 
“0 tz1 .?u-yAer zf j?1-ntzr :>a,--,-lst=e 3:=.:2 f==T& .JF Z.-L 
tissue is rJbt-i,13Cm SC-c--G--- lien-; Z,. --in A--*4 --k--‘-G -If-, 1**- 
gar -Lic-~i~- - tEnZnq ETPZ 
coileczti: h fcr &a-oze 
h, for Pzlmer'Flats, end 

:rzm- wr,i*LLl k-le du& 
Bay, hl 59,r Susi.tza 
3: for octzer narss. 

are 

“! --- 
e -CL3 r 

Nn+er sf ducks found tG cZ,rltZ.Fc X2 =-- 

sampleti. 
-,;m 2mor.g h 

Assuined/calculstsd cnan2ty 02 WS ccns-meti 
contzminzted duck. *- 

_zer 

Calcdzred maximum ntzrnber of contaminate5 ducks -rfb;r'- 
c2.n ke .==~is*~-Lefi zer yea.,- -git>icu- ** -*. 

2x cnc+,-.c de;' 
exuosufe levels for WP. a.czar, -c--s 
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